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NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was estab
C. Earle Ludwick, sheriff of Knox
(First Installment)
lished ln 1846 In 1874 the Courier was
established and consolidated with the Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— I you could spot a steamer or sailing County yesterday announced the
Oazette ln 1882 The Free Press was
Thc following account of my ' boat through the broken clouds,
estabitsnea ln 1855 ami in 1891 changed
members of his official family for
its name to the Tribune These papers voyage into the tropics of South j We spotted the first island of the
consolidated March 17. 1897.
the coming two years.

Mathews, already has a "Court
House acquaintance” by virtue of
the fact that he has served several
terms as messenger.
Mr. Mathews was born in Mal
America, particularly Bolivia, may ’ Caribbean chain. As we flew over
John F. Mathews of Camden suc den. Mass., May 26. 1887, son of
interest you as much as it has me. ’ these islands it was sight to be de«.
■— Every time you turn around you scribed only by an artist. As we ceeds to the office of chief deputy. Clarence and Lizzie Mathews. His
What Joy untold doth the New —
father, who was a native of Lin
— Year hold! And what hopes ••• find something new and strange passed over the eastern tip of Cuba,
to a North American such as I.
j which is the largest island of the ,
colnville, was formerly in the gro
within lt sleep!—George Cooper
cery business in Boston, and moved
While going to school we learn ’ West Indies group, being about 759 i
something in our geography and j miles long and about 60 miles wide, !
to Camden 25 years ago.
John is a graduate of the Prince
history books about this wonderful you could see small towns and great
High School in Malden. Since lo
country, but when you have trav- ' plantations of sugar, coffee and toeled over it and on it, surprises [ bacco. Also farm land and lots of
cating in Camden he was in the
Sees Republican Victory In come one after another; not count- ! wooded sections.
grocery business in the building nowoccupied by Haskell <fe Corthell.
1940, and Names the ing the thrills. I am not on a j It is a very beautiful country, not
and later was with the Camden
sporting or pleasure trip. It is a so high and rugged as the good old
“Prospects”
Anchor-Rockland Machine Co. He
business venture Into the interior State of Maine, but with a very good
is now in the painting business,
climate to attract visitors. Tlie av
Senator Capper (R-Kans) pre for gold.
having his residence at 3 Whitmore
I
left
Newark
Airport
on
the
East

erage
temperature
of
about
75
deg.
dicted Thursday that a growing
avenue, Camden.
trend toward the GOP would ern Airlines for Miami, Fla., at 10 F. As we passed over the coast
The new chief deputy ts a mem
p.
m.
Oct.
29
in
what
most
of
us
line,
we
could
see
Santiago
de
Cuba,
bring the party the Presidency in
ber of Amity Lodge, F AM., Keywould call very bad flying weather. the capital of Oriente Province, with
1940.
The veteran Kansan, back in After taking off the airport on one a population of about 103.167. It
Washington for the coming ressio.i of the beautiful Douglas D. C 3 has a fine harbor with a very nar
of Congress, told reporters the No planes we saw nothing at all until row entrance and rocky. On one
vember elections reflected voters' we approached the Washington side you can see the old battlements
discontent with administration poli Airport. After a stop of about 15 of Morro Castle built in 1514.
minutes we again took off into the
As we go out to sea we pass over
cies.
Asked regarding possible Repub same kind of weather (zero, zero) many fishing boats. We are now
lican candidates for 1940. Capper and climbed to an altitude of 10,000 headed about south for the island Enters upon his third term, sup
asserted that ‘‘there will be no feet. It is very smooth flying so the of Jamaica where we make our first i
ported by an enviable record
trouble in finding a good candi steward serves us a wonderful lunch landing in the harbor of Kingston.
f of fruit cup or tomato juice, olives,
date."
and H. J. McClure of Criehaven,
‘‘We have a lot of them." he added pickles, potato salad, chicken, ham,
who is recovering from a long period
tongue
sandwiches,
apple,
orange
naming Senator Vandenberg iRSomewhere about
of ill health, is retired at his own
Mich), Thomas E Dewey. New and coffee.
York prosecutor; Senator Lodge Florence. S. C. it began to clear and
request.
These are the only
(R-Mass), Senator Taft (R-Ohioi when we arrived at Charleston it
changes in the original list.
and Representative Barton <R-NY> was beautiful. A number of the
The other deputies are:
field attendants and the manager
Robert A. Webster (turnkey),
A busy place is the automobile came up and spoke to me as I had
Rockland
registration bureau these days. Sec I landed there many times while flyAppleton
Harry C. Edgecomb,
retary of State Frederick Rcbie in ' ing Adriel U. Bird and others.
Camden
Allie O. Pillsbury.
spected the department Wednesday,
The rest of the trip from there to
Cushing
Fred A. Robinson,
accompanied on his trip by Mrs. Miami was uneventful but wonderFriendship
John L. Stevens.
Robie, and his chief clerk. Agnes . fui. More so when somebody else
Hope Meet the new chief deputy sheriff,
Jethro D. Pease,
' was doing the flying; it gave one a
Faulkner
John F. Mathews of Camden
Charles H. Turner,
Isle au Haut
real chance to look around. We
North
Haven
Clarence J. Stone,
! spent the night at the Columbus
Owl’s Head stone Chapter. R A M. King Hiram's
John Hall.
Hotel where I, had stayed many
Arthur D. Fisli.^
Rockland Council. RS.M.. Camden Comi times before.
Harry D. Philips.
Rockland mandery. K T.. and Seaside Chap
Was called at 5 a. m Saturday
Franklin G. Priest.
Rockport ter. OE.S. He is past commander
I morning. This gave the passengers
CAMDEN
Jesse W. Sleeper South Thomaston of the Commandery and a past pa
j who were going on the Pan AmeriGranville N Batchelder, St. George tron of the Chapter.
I can Airways seaplane to Havana.
*Ernest M. Gray.
He enjoys a very high standing in
Thomaston
Kingston and Cristobal, a chance As we approach the island it is cov Clarence Leonard.
the
community and has always
Union
GALA MIDNIGHT
to pack and eat breakfast as the ered with a heavy haze, and as we Warren J. Billings,
stood
ready to serve it in a public
Vinal
Haven
plane left at 7.30 a m. You had to reach the north side of the island William H. Robinson,
SHOW
Warren or private capacity.
our
pilot
loses
altitude
until
I
should
be at seaplane base half an houi
His family consists of his wife and
Washington
Robert R. Linscott,
New Years Eve
before starting time in order to have j say we had reached about 1000 feet.
The new chief deputy. Mr a daughter—Elizabeth.
As
Kingston
harbour,
our
stopping
your baggage weighed and checked
point, is on the south side we began
through to its destination.
This seaplane base is no doubt to cross this island flying below the
the best and largest of its kind :n haze and between the hills, down
the world. It is wonderful to see | a valley. Our visibility ahead was
hew easy they handle this large I now unlimited. Flying at this low
four-motored clipper ship of t^e ! altitude gave us a grand view of the
air. Also how well these planes plantation.
We landed in this beautiful
are maintained. Some great strides
have been made in the last few harbor of Kingston on time. Just
years in thts new transportation five hours and five minutes since we
This American Air transport system left Miami We tie up to the float
I By Ella IE. Newman, Assistant ing but little deterioration during
operates a fleet of 140 multi-mo and all go ashore to stretch their
legs
while
the
shore
crew
inspects
Regional
Director of the Survey of the 124 years intervening.
tored airlines and maintains better
Some of the oldest and most im
than 90% regularity of schedule. the plane and refuels it for the next Federal Archives.]
portant Federal Archives have been
In
the
course
of
this
work
many
hop
to
Cristobal
across
the
Carib

Their pilots and personnel are of
records have been unearthed and found in the custody of the Bureau
the best. They handle this trans bean sea.
valuable documents saved from de of Customs and the United States
As
I
pass
through
the
office
of
portation with great precision and
struction.
Documents have been Courts. The material found in the
the
PA
A.
I
heard
somebody
dall
Bill
I courtesy.
found
which
bear the signatures of custody of the Courts is important
I
did
not
pay
any
attention
to
it
as
| I boarded my plane ia 49 place
men
whose
names
are know-n to every for the law of Admiralty, prize, sal
I
figured
nobody
knew
me.
On
the
clipper ship) at 7.30 a. m. for Cris
vage. mariners' wages, etc.
tobal. via Kingston. Jamaica second call I looked around and student of our school histories.
I would like to take time to read
saw
a
fellow
named
Hall
who
is
an
George
Washington.
Alexander
Ham

Made a wonderful take off and
to
you some of the autrotocities cnheaded straight for Jamaica over old pilot and worked for Curtiss- ilton. James Madison and many
others. Documents which record the acted uP°n the hi£h seas and cases
Wright
when
I
did.
Well
we
had
the beautiful deep blue Gulf Stream
tried in our Federal Courts ln thc
As we climbed to an altitude of an Old Home Week for a few indictment of Robert E. Lee on the early period, that were found in the
minutes
and
then
he
”
described
Ja

charge of treason to thc United
about 4000 feet we passed through
custody of thc Courts at Portland
those pure white fleecy clouds that maica to me. It seems that Kings States; the original document of
•‘Sherwood vs. McIntosh"
you see nowhere else except in this ton has a population of about 120.- the "Proclamation of nullification,
part of the world. Now and then 000. Its harbor is wonderful and signed by Andrew Jackson, Presi John Sherwood of Portland shipped
its deep water enables ocean liners dent;" the original document of "The on board the ship Elizabeth, as stew
to berth alongside many wharves. Emancipation Proclamation" signed ard, at Portland, Nov. 1, 1824. for a
Being British it has great many by Abraham Lincoln. President, and Southern voyage. Tlie ship arrived
English speaking people. It has others. Archives found in the base at New Orleans. Dec. 6.
many fine bathing beaches, golf ment of the Federal Court House ln
Sherwocd charged that while on
courses and tennis clubs. Thc city Portland and dated during the years the passage, although faithfully dis
is laid out in rectangles, the chief of 1812 and 1813, contain maritime charging his duties, the captain fre
thoroughfare being King street information which is of historic quently abused and injured him. sev
which runs from the water front to value as the United States vessels eral times kicking him, and striking
Victoria Park. It has many fine of war were particularly in the Gulf him with hts fists, beating and bruis
hotels, banks and a Y.M.CA. The of Maine where many seizures of ing him in the face, seizing him by
COMMUNITY BUILDING
value of the trade in 1934 amounted British ships were made. The prizes the jaws and crushing them between
to 7.676,000 pounds. The chief ex of war were brought into Maine ports his hands, so as to force the blood
ports are bananas, sugar .coffee for tria] and settlement, these rec
MONDAY NIGHT, JANUARY 2—7.45
(Continued on Page Five)
rum and pimento. It is now start ords are in very good condition showing time for our plane so we go
aboard and take off for Cristobal
on time. We are still flying low
U
as the weather ahead does not look
M
any too good. Rain squalls making
CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
g
up all around. We have a tail
MONDAY MORNING, JANUARY 2
wind, making good time and smooth
There is really no pleasure in spending money
Ua
Auspices Camden Outing Club
Z 5
flying.
for insurance, but it is one expenditure that
Our steward decides to give us
OTE DEAN and his 9 RHYTHM BOYS
x
lunch. It is now 1 p. m. We are
ADMISSION 40 CENTS.
DANCING 12.01 A. M. TO 4 A. M.
O **
may have an important bearing on your bank
served a very nice lunch and very
00
well served. These stewards are
z
balance and your peace of mind. This agency
very courteous and describe every
< U
H
•
a:
thing of interest as we go along.
prides itself on recommending insurance to
O H
(Continued in Tuesday's issue)

Capper’s Optimism
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IMPORTANT DATA FOUND

Mrs. Newman Enlightens Public As To Survey
Of the Federal Archives
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Pilot, Capt. William H. Wincapaw
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WHAT WILL IT BRING?
Ever it has been the citizens
custom to approach a New Year
with a spirit of optimism or un
certainty, according to the frame
of mind which we are in, pr guid
ed by the conditions which exist
as
old year tolls its way into
history.
iX
In The Courier-Gazette’s Christ
mas message, which was published
in last Thursday’s issue, were recited some of the
things which engendered a cause for thankfulness,
foremost among them being the new industry which
is to take its place somewhere within Rockland’s
limits the coming season. An industry employing
1 50 hands at the start, and relieving a local situation
as only a new and substantial industry could. The
name of the concern has never appeared in local print
for prudential reasons which would be readily under
stood if they were explained, but it is a corporation
which has a ;very high rating, and manufactures a
kind and grade of goods which are always in demand,
ensuring what has the earmarks of permanent
existence.

■

“The Black Cat”

f

The city does not rest its case on a single and
prospective industry. It has some well grounded in
dustries of its own—of which we perhaps hear too
little. 1 he cement plant, while a Thomaston institu
tion, has a close Rockland affiliation. The Rockland
lime business felt the effects of evolution and may
never again see the day in which to rejoice in a large
local payroll, but men of courage and understanding
have stood at the helm through troublous seas, reach
ing out for new or lost markets, and hoping that the
new year will bring realization. It will probably sur
prise many readers to know that'the Rockland &
Rockport Lime Co., Inc., is carrying nearly 100 per
sons on its payroll in unfavorable times, with here
and there a glimmer of hew hope.

Three sardine factories will be awaiting the word
‘‘go as the season approaches, their success or failure
at stake, obviously, upon whether those eccentric fish
migrate to the Maine coast, or give it a wide berth.
Last year the herring were fickle, and the season’s
sardine pack was correspondingly low. If they travel
in cycles, as Alvin C. Ramsdell opines, then 1939
should bear favorable results.

But herring are not the fishermen's sole means of
support. Lobsters, scallops, ground fish, and what
not, with the commissioner of sea and shore fisheries,
who seeks new outlets and who is jealously guarding
our constitutional rights. Lobsters loom largest as a
factor in Rockland s fishing industry, and for many
years have placed Rockland’s name on a nation-wide
map.
The Snow shipyard has maintained a payroll which
has had an important bearing in that community, and
its potentialities should always command considera
tion. If that plant has new opportunities in store
there are men in charge who will see that Opportu
nity does not knock in vain. The Sportswear plant
in the Spear building at the Northend, boat shops and
two kelp concerns are among those which fit into the
labor pattern.
The youngster who appears at the head of this
column is bright and smiling; so wc must he. His de
velopment with the passing days must be typical of
Rockland’s material development.
The Courier-Gazette drops into that stereotyped,
but always welcome phrase: We wish you a Happy
New Year.

Shellfish Program

JEFFERSON MAN KILLED

Ozro Bryant, 67, was killed in

One of Most Important Mat stantly in Jefferson Thursday when
ters To Come Before the struck by a falling tree as he was
cutting wood on thc William Hall
Legislature
A prediction that more than the
usual number of major fishery
problems would be presented for
Legislative action this winter, was
made by Commissioner Arthur R.
Greenleaf, today. He said that he
expected to see bills introduced that
might affect various phases of the
groundfish, tuna and lobster fish
eries and that his department would
request passage of several measures
designed to promote the industry
in general.
He said he would ask the law
makers ior a larger appropriation
to enable him to obtain a suitable
and practical patrol boat, to carry
on an extensive shellfish propaga
tion program, to reorganize his
warden force on a Civil Service
basis, to promote better markets
and to improve the facilities of his
department in general.
Declaring he expected no seri
ous opposition “as every thinking
citizen was aware of the unfortu
nate plight of the fishing industry"
Greenleaf said tht he was receiv
ing offers of support from at' sec
tions of the state.
The most extensive undertaking
will be the shellfish program which
would see widespread propagation
of clams, quahaugs and oysters.
He said that Maine must come to
thc support of its fisheries and this
could not advisably be put off
longer

farm witli his son. Ercel Bryant.
Dr. Joseph E. Odiornc of Whitefield,
Lincoln County medical examiner,
said death was due to a broken
neck. Onc of Bryant's arms was
also fractured. Bryant leaves the
son; two sisters, Mrs. Elwell Oliver
of Nobleboro and Mr.s. Mary Alcott
of Pittston, and a brother, Lionel, of
Jefferson.
MAINE GETS 361

Tire Civilian Conservation Corps
announced Thursday the number of
enrollees to be enlisted from each
state for its initial group of 50,314
replacements for thc first quarter
of 1939. Tlie enrollment period is
Jan. 1 through Jan. 20. Allotments
by states include 361 from Maine.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
THE WAY TO A HAPPY NEW YEAR

By The Roving Reporter

A correspondent who signs "K"
writes:
“I am sure you would speak a
good word for anything that would
benefit a great number of our young
people. Why not agitate a plan for
anotlw skating park at the foot of
Talbot Avenue? It would be an
ideal place, sheltered as it is from
cold northwest winds which sweep
across Community Park and pierce
the stoutest and sturdiest skaters.
What a splendid place it would be
for hoewey witli a gallery already
provided. There would be room
enough for old and young as well
as any interested spectators, and
it is so accessible. With a hydrant
close by and the ocean where snow
could be easily disposed of. it seems
it could be accomplished with compartively little expense. Does it ap
peal to you?"
It certainly does appeal to me,
for I have always felt that this
area, reclaimed from the sea, would
make a magnificent playground,
both from the standpoint of the
athletes and the spectators. It is
well sheltered in comparison with
Community Park which has nothing
as a wind-break betwixt lt and
Dodges Mountain. Bleachers could
be erected, if necessary, with a
seating capacity of several thou
sand It would be especially adaptI fd as a skating park. Good sug
gestion, 'K.”

—o—Harry Flint's store cat was put
ting up a losing battle with a rodent
the other day. when Harry himself
swung into action and hove a Maine
potato so accurately that it hit
the rat in the head, killing it in
stantly.
"Talk about your Dizzy
Deans!" said Harry.

F. H. Philbrick adds Knottier
name to the list of old Rockland
barbers—Frank Staples, who had
a shop in Gregory block. “He was
the first man to shave me when I
came to Rockland in the 80's,‘‘ says
Mr, Philbrick “Later he worked at
the cooper's trade. I think he was
lost at sea."

I have a friend who Ls interested
in thc history of the Episcopal de
nomination in this city, and who is
anxious to obtain a picture of the
St Peter's church which stood on
Park street,. Can some friend of
The Black Cat help me?
Conversation in thc lobby of the
New Thorndike Hotel Thursday
turned to the subject of finding
things, and several told of wallets
replete with bills, and no claimants.
Among the listeners was Walter H.
Spear, whose mind was still on thc
subject yesterday when he ap
proached thc Post Office and acci
dentally kicked a purse which was
found to contain a number of bills.
He 1s now trying to locate the owner,
whose names appear on the auto
mobile license, also found in thc
purse.
’
And here's a line from one of my
former fellow townsmen—I shall
always call him Bill Hall, but really
he is William D Hall, principal of
thc Eastern State Normal School in
Castine, where so many Knox
County students foregather:
"Do you remember thc first game
of football played between Belfast
High Scnool and Rockland High?
The Belfast players wore small,
baby blue, knitted, skull caps each
with a long tassel. These caps last
ed about one play. I remember that
some of the Rockland players took
some of these caps or parts of them
as souvenirs Rockland won the
game with a large number of points
to 0 for Belfast. I think Bert Mc
Loon played on the R.HS. team."
I seem to remember that the score
was 105 to 0 tn favor of Rockland,
but if Principal Hall will send me
the approximate date of the game
we will see what we shall see.
P. S,—Don't ask Belfast.

To leave the old with a burst of sonjt.
To recall the right, and forgive the
wrong;
To forget the thing that binds you fast
One year ago: Weather records
To the vain regrets of the year that Is
past:
kept by Supt. George J. Cumming
To have the strength to let go your
showed that the coldest December
hold
Or the not worth while of the days day was 3 below, and the warmest
grown old.

To dare to go forth with a purpose
true
To the unknown task of the year that's
new;
To help some others along the road
To do their work, and lift their load:
To add your gift to the world's good
cheer
Is to have and to give a glad New Year.
—Robert Brewster Beattie

48 above.—The Community Bowl
ing alleys opened, with The Black
Cat throwing the first ball, and
being beaten in a match with exMayor McLoon.—J E. Rawley was
elected president of the Towns
end Club No 1,
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Small Boat Owners

“Wrong Way” Autograph Fiend

Oldsters Too Good

Force Fish Sales

WATCH THE OLD YEAR OUT
AND THE NEW YEAR IN

THRKK- TIMES-A-WEEK

Whether therefore ye eat. or drink
or whatsoever ye do all to the glory
of God. 1 Cor. 10: 31.

Must Hire Four Licensed Retailers

Men Under Labor Treaty
Clause

May

Bring

It Alumni Teams Took Both

About With Tempting
Fish Counters

Games From the High
Schoolers

TONIGHT at 11:30

The Maine Development ComA suggestion that some Maine fish
The Alumni was a little too much
mission, today, took steps to pro- ■ retailers make added effort to "im- for the Rockland High boys and
tect Maine fishermen and yachts- I prove marketing methods and con- girls Thursday night at Community
men against an International Labor ditions" and that all Maine citizens building, winning both games, the
Treaty clause that will force pro contribute their share in "helping boy? 32 to 17. and the girls 22 to 18.
the struggling industry" by adding
hibitive obligations on small boat another fish meal to their weekly The all around playing of the
owners if allowed to become effec menu, was made by Sea and Shore Alumni, along with the shooting of I
tive. Under terms of the treaty Fisheries Commissioner Arthur R. Lawrence Lord and Freddie Winwhich was ratified at the last session Greenleaf, today. Stating that a chenbaugh, kept the graduates in
of Congress all boats under 300 tons recent retail market survey had re- a comfortable lead.
. vealed some merchants who were
Rote Flanagan was the star of
and propelled by internal combus-1 m k^pwg nbreast Qf modem mfr.
the
girls' game, although she played
t.on engines must earn
foi,r chandising methods Greenleaf said
i licensed men including, maste;.. (baf be
that
consump. only one quarter The two teams
mate, chief and assistant engineer.
would
suhstantlally if were fairly even at the start, but the
excellent offensive work of Flana
This would effect even the smallest ,n<jre sal<H eRor{ was madf
Rockland Boy, In C. C. C. fishing and pleasure boats and na- J He hintfd that compulsory ln€a. gan kept her team ahead. The
Camp, Likes the Glamor- orally present an operating Pro,)* | £ures for "better and more sanitary High School girls gave a good ac
.7,
1< m that could not be overc
overcome. , marjte.s might be enforced in some count of themselves, each playing
ous West
Declaring this part of the treaty !..rcre instances,-- unlew his ,ug. clean and fast ball.
In the boys' game, the defence
I tc be "ridiculous as well as prohibi-I gestlons were Copied
Editor of Th" Courier-Gazette:
work of Leroy Bohn. Lawrence Cole
.tlie" the Commission's executive
Tempting fish counters and at
The Camp in which I am enrolled st(.rflan. BvepeU Orealon said lh,t
and Mike Leo was too good for the !
fc: located 32 miles from Casper in hp h#(J requested Maine-S fongrf.. tractive window displays are result high school boys to crack open. Cobb
ing in big sales and profits to many
the town of Altova. W.vo <-»-%*••• ,onal delegation t0 intercede. He
Peterson shot two of the longest'
is the large- ci.\ r t..>
. e. wi.h .ajd that #n article of the treatv progressive merchants while a few j baskets ever seen on the Community '
are
only
defeating
themselv?s
r population of 19.030 We go the- .fortunalely offfred an opportunlfv
through lack of intelligent mer floor. Oeorge Huntley's passing was '
every Saturday nigh: to enjoy roller , f(. right thp wrong„ an{J
chandising.
he said.
Greenleaf c feature, ahd gives promise of set
skating or attend a movie On commission would exhaust everv efting up a lot of plays for the high |
stated that his department would
e-ery 25-eent expenditure there A fort to brjng tW# about
school
this season.
te glad to assist retailers with latest
s one-cent tax.
The treaty was adopted in
Alumni (32)
information
regarding
equipment
The camp silo ..? at the foot oi Qeneva Swit2erland in 1936 bv a
Pts.
F
G
Alcova Dam which was completed Iarge grcup Qf countries attendin? and sales methods.
0
0
Cuccinello. rf ..
0
He
said
that
his
department
and
last year Here, ln the foothills ;.f, ,hp labor conference and u on the
0
East, rf
........
0
the R■
......
t0 __ .flective
;h; the Maiw Development Cornmn0
0
store four house and ore schoji
' '° becomf effective in the sion wouid launch a statewide drive Rawley. lf ......
stores, tour nouse. ana nne *no->! Unlted States Nov. 1. 1938. It is
0
«
W'baugh.
lf
....
with eight pupils. All one can see | however, possible for Congress to tc increase fish consumption soon Cole, lf ...........
1
3
and that he would ask the coopera
Is oil fields and coal mines.
0
grant exemptions to vessels of under tion of all dealers and retailers.
4
Murgita. c .......
T was recently at a ranch with a i 200 tons and Greaton said that h* I
Lord, c ............
0
T
group of cowboy friends toil had b d been informed that a strong!
0
Peterson, rg.......... 2
the treat of watching cattle being pffort would
made {<)
these
SOUTH THOMASTON W Karl, rg
0
0
... 2
rounded up and branded. By th: exemptions
0
Leo. lg ....
0
0
Webster
E.
Perry
way, my pal is a Vinal Haven boy—
ij
For boats of from 200 to 300 tons,
Bohn, lg .............. 0
1
Webster
Emery
Perry,
formerly
of
Hollis Knowlton.
nothing can be done until after the this town, died Tuesday at hi? home Anderson, lg ........ 0
0
O'
Resident- in this section are very tieaty has been in effect 10 years It
it: Sanatoga. Pa . following a cerenice to us and one of the finest
Totals ....... ...... 15
2
32
ai.. include all boats after titty ^ral hemorrhage. He was born in
men I have met here is the sheriff cross a line which separates the in
High School Boys 117*
this
community.
Dec.
23.
1867
and
of Alcova He takes my pal an 1 land waters of the United States
O
F Pts.
me to town once of twice a week frem the high seas. This leaves lived her until about 1900
Cates rf .............
0
0
0
Funeral
services
will
be
held
to

The camps here are much different very little water in which boats may
Heal, rf ................. 1
1
3
day
at
Pottstown
Pa
from those of the Ernst. They ar? operate without the superfluous
Chisholm.
If
____
1
1
3|
He is survived by his wife. Mrs.
put up in sections and connected crews.
q|
Chaple? lf ............ 0
0
Anne
iLongi
Perry,
of
Sanatoga.
by bolts. We expect some new men |
o>
Stating that the treaty, if tho\ Pa a daughter. Roberta W. Perry, Huntley, lf ............ l
0
from the East about Jan. 15.
3
1
exemptions are not obtained, will; of Buffalo. N. Y a son Webster E. Nicholas, c ............ 1
I like the West but would give ruin Maine's growing yachting in0
McConchie. rg ..... 0
0
Perry,
at
New
London.
Conn
and
a million dollars to be back ln dustry as well as its great fishing
A. W baugh. rg .... 1
0
2
a
sister.
Mrs.
Gertrude
P
D
RichMaine
industry Oreaton advised all in aids. of East Rochester. N. H
4
Eillings. lg ............ 1
2
"Bob' Hasting?
terested persons and organisations
tt appeal to Washington for the
Totals ................. 6
5
17
revision.
Alumni—Drake, lf; Flanagan, lf; i
He said that he felt Congress
Hatch, rf; Ladd. rf. lg; Till, rf. |
v. ould be receptive as no man in
Pike. lf. rg; Lindsey, c. Brault. sc. i
As Experienced By “the liis right mind would expect a loblg: Blackington. c, rg; Capt DintFolks” In a Washington ster fisherman or 25 foot pieasute
ick. lg.
Rockland High Girls—Thompson i
Home
beat owner w ** able t0 hire Jour
licensed men."
rf; Smith, rf; Norton. If; Hill, c: I
Rackiiff. sc; Barlow, sc; Black, rg:
Editor of Tlie Ccurier-Gazete:—
*•’ understood that the idea of
Gray, lg
Thinking that after the crowded ,he treaty was t0 *ive work t0 more
columns of The Courier-Gazette Kcensed offlcers but not to force
during the Yuletide you might find Prohibitive obligations on small boat
CLARK ISLAND
space for a little dilation of our'owners'
stated,
Mrs. Maurice Jones ha.? returned
own experience in that best of all
FRANK M. PACKARD
home from North Haven where she
seasons. and the last the most
was holiday guest at Mr. and Mrs
happy of all. The friendly greet- . Frank M Packard died very sudI V. L. Beverage's.
ing cards were more numerous than
at Rose Hm
Owls Hpad
Mr. and Mrs William Caven passe-l
in past years, showing the increase :D.C 21
having
hi' Christmas at their home here.
of acquaintances and friends, how- j 70th birthday. Mr Packard was
Alton Cromwell and Alexander
ever. Rev. Mary S. Gibson holds born in Rockland and spent his,
T our name and address printed
MorrLson
have returned to Athol
the record of being high liner ir. boyhood and received mast of his, on envelopes and paper or mono
Mass., where they have employment
this place in point of number re- education in the Rockland schools. gram on sheets, address on en
Mr. and Mrs. John Caven had as .
velopes. Black. Blue. Green or
f‘e*veci
He specialized in bookkeeping and
Brown
ink.
guests
for Christmas dinner. Mr and
For tin post even yeoi
ha
M on accountant He left Rockland
Mrs. James Caven and family and
WATER STRIPED VELLUM
been the custom of Mr. Nina John- , wihile a young man and Iteld responWhite Deckle Edge
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Hart
ston of Washington to invite her sjble positions as accountant in Bos- ’
26 folded sheets 44<x7%
Henning Johnson. Hjalina Carlson,
relatives to a Christmas dinner, oi toK- moving back to Owls Head |
26 envelopes 4x5', square flap
' Victor Blomberg. Joel Swanberj
which wife and I are fortunate abcut eight years ago.
51.15 postpaid
i Axel Magnuson, Robert McGuffi?
enough to be members by marriage
He was an ardent Baptist, at one
and William Caven have returned
Twenty responded this year to time belonging to the Rockland
OR
to Bennington. N H.. where they are
the call, consisting cf grandfathers Baptist Church and one of the Bos
60 flat sheets 7<4xM%
employed.
50 envelopes 4x754 square flap
grandmothers, fathers and mothers, ton Baptist Churches. Although'
• • • •
$1.40 postpaid
children, grandchildren and one 1.? was a very unassuming and un
Yuletide
Program
By Children
great grandchild. The menu spread pretentious man there was a great!
AUTOCRAT DECKLE EDGE
The
Christmas
pageant
“The Ad
on the tables was such as only an deal of sterling worth in his chaf-1
White Vellum
miration of the Kings and Shep
expert in the cuisine, like Nina, acter and ways. He was honest to Square flap envelopes and folded
herds" was presented Friday night
could produce. The Tree, reaching a fault; he was true to his friends
sheets
at the chapel, supervised by Miss
from zenith to nadir of the room, and employes: he was firm in his
50 envelopes 4x5%
Margaret McKnight. In the cast
60 sheets 4%x7%
was loaded with presents, and when religious and political belief, if he
were Catherine Caven. Doris Malm$1.35 postpaid
it was stripped many cf the recipi felt a matter was right or wrong
strom. Harriet Johnson Dorothy
ents, especially the kids, had their no one could turn him; he was firm
Jackson. Arlene MorrLson Beverly
arms full.
against this latter day fad that the
Magnuson. Selma Blomberg. Prances
Mrs. Johnston'
ler. Mrs Fran State or Government should take
! Cavt a. Walter Webber. Gwendolyn
ces Sweeney of Kittery with her cate or be responsible for people
Jacobson, Call Johnson. George
husband and Iwj children. Richard in their declining years und so he
Baum. Jr.. Donald Johnson Victor
and Madeen. were a part of the cited, while working among his flock
Blomberg. Jr.. Kenneth Malmstrom.
company.
They had not first of hens, which he loved so dearly,
Edwin Baum. Marilyn Baum. Hilda
planned to ronte. so Frances wrote faithful to the end.
i Swanson and Vera Blomberg
a letter to Ruby Walter Miller to
He leaves to mourn his passing,
The message of the pageant was
be read at the gathering, drawing hl? wife Clara Emery Packard, a
given through the singing of Christon her imagination what the ac sister Mrs. Annie Simmons now in
I mas carols with Mrs. Elizabeth
customed guests would b; doing. So Florida and a niece and nephew.
Caven at the piano. The singers
Frances and family having changed
R. L. E
| were Mrs. Leslie Milne. Mrs. Vida
their plans and were present, were
Blc.nberg. Mrs. Harriet Nyles and
obliged to listen to iter own cogita COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
Your name and address printed
Mrs
Beatrice Brown.
on
sheets
and
envelopes
only
tions as read by Mrs. Miller in
WORK WONDERS
The
pageant. "The First Christmas
Frances' own inimitable jolly man
PATRICIAN
Morn" was presented by Donald
White Laid
ner of speaking. Nearly everyone
Black, Blue, Brown, Green Ink } Magnuson. Alice Carlson. Hilda
present received some "jab" adding
60 folded sheets 4%x7%
| Swanson, Vera Blomberg and Marimuch to the joy of the occasion. !
40 envelopes 4x5%
i lyn Baum. Characters in both pawhich was decidedly th? be^t ever.
For a Limited Time Only
igeants were in costume. Following
The above look place Monday,
OR
the program. Santa Claus appeared
but our happy experiences of the ,
60 flat sheets 6%xl0%
and distributed gifts much to the
40 envelopes 4x6%
Yuletide would by no means be 1
$1.15 postpaid
delight of the children. The com
complete to omit telling of our
munity, assisted by Ernest Edwards.
usual custom of remaining over
GRAYTONE TWEED
Mrs. Nyles. Mrs. Ames, Mrs. Maker
night wnth our children and grand
Vellum
and
Mrs. Joseph Baum provided a
children, Mr. and Mrs. E. G Miller '
CO folded sheets 4%x7%
A clean smooth sheet, for busi
generous treat for the children,
and family of seven so as to be there , ness—for school—for typewriter.
40 envelopes 4x5%
funds for which were collected by
in the morning to witness tlie happy i
OR
James Harrison. Mrs. Leslie Milne
faces when the Tree was unloaded.
CO flat sheets C%xl0%
and J. R. Williams filled the bags
Gerald, little les- than two years
40 envelopes 4x6%
with
candy, nuts and fruit.
old, with Ills new tri-cycle, seemed
for 500 sheet package
$1.15 postpaid
Previous to the program presen
to be the most interesting recipi- '
Wc Do N’ot Break Packages
tation, Arlene Morrison received
ent.
W. R. Walter
Mail Orders Filled—15c Extra
Tay lor's picture called "Tile Heavens
North Waldoboro. Dec 27.
Declare the Glory of God" given in
recognition of faithful attendance
Business L? pretending that you
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ROCKLAND. ME.
at Sunday school. She missed only
are prosperous when vou haven't |
once in 1937 and twice in 1938.
jnade a cent for two years.

AT THE NEW YEARS EVE SHOW
Presenting

“ARTISTS AND MODELS ABROAD”
with

JOAN BENNETT

JACK BENNY

STRAND
ADMISSION 35c ALL OVER TIIE HOUSE

In Old Wyoming

Yuletide Joy

The Community
Bowling
League
After having nearly worn out his hand writing autographs for others,
Douglas Corrigan goes Into reverse and receives the autograph of Direc
tor Leigh Jason on his script of “The Flying Irishman." RKO Radio
aviation film based on Corrigan’s life and sensational "wrong way" Hight
to Ireland. .Making his screen debut in this picture, Corrigan is sup
ported by a select cast Including Paul Kelly and Robert Armstrong.

Traveling Around America

By
Rl'TII WARD

Black ....
Berllawsky

493 440 472. 140a

I Gardner
Howard
! McLoon
| Walker
Cargill

Perry’s Market took five points
i Thursday night from Armour's
their third string chalking up the
total of 527. Mr. Hartchell (>ad high
single of 129 and high total of 338.
Rice Co. was the victim of the j
Elks, losing three strings 41 pins!
on the total. Freddie Walker had
high total, 303, and Charlie Cargill's
111 was high single. The second
string was won by the Elks by one
pin. that Charlie left standing in
his last box.
Perry’s Market (51

Legage ....
Bukeforth
Post .....
1 Marshall
Hartchell

81
81
83
91

87
91
93
103

. 96 81 107-287
98 100 84-282
. 92 97 101-290

97—265
94-266
110- 286 i
97-291 |

<«)
80
90
. 87
107
. Ill

96
82
80
91
90

88 - 264
97-269
76- 242
105—303
85—286

475 439 450 13C4

MICKIE SAYS—
------------------------ --------------BV GOtXV, IF THEVS AMVTHIMG
US BOOSTERS AROUWO THIS
OFFICE EHJOV, ITS SAVIU' MICE
THIUGS ABOUT FOLKS, AUO WE
UEVER MISS A gHAWCE «

VJWEUEVER AWT OF OUR HOME
FOLKS PO THEMSELVES PROUP,
WE ARE Right -rvif re with

\_

-IH'OLE laurel wreath' /
WO WOWOER. WE'RE SO
J
POPULAR1 (AHEM 5
’

108 101 129—338

444 475
Armour's (Ol
Fiagg
.............. 83 70
Jackson ............... 87 106
O. Brown
92 87
Ryder
............... 90 92
Cole ..... .......... 90
87

527 1446

99-252
81—274
91—270
85—267 ,
86—263

442 442 442—1306

Marshall
Simmons

Elks (51
.......... 107
............ 100

97-282
83-264

Rite- Best
Printed Stationery

j

All 1938 Floor Model
Refrigerators

Offered at Reduced Prices
THE GENERAL WHO WANTED PEACE

N ALMOST every town of South South American colonies against
America the visitor will llnd, in Spain and fought for twenty years
Ihe center of a sunny plaza, a statue until, early In the nineteenth cen
of Simon Bolivar. The one above is tury, they had achieved their inde
In tho main square of Caracas, birth pendence.
To the modern ntind one of the
place of Bolivar—a charming Latin
American city much favored by most admirable traits of this re
tourists making the weekly 16-day markable man was his ever-present
cruises to the Caribbean. The statue love for peace, ln the midst of cam
shown abov*was made in France paigns during which he fought hun
at the close of the last century, and dreds of battles, he found time In
tlie ship which was bringing it to which to formulate plans for the
Soutli America was sunk off the promulgation of peace once victory
(iinst ot Venezuela, so the statue had been won. lie was a visionary
spent many mouths beneath the sea whose dreams included visions of a
before it was salvaged aud taken to league of American republics aud a
, court of justice to settle internaCaracas.
On the pedestal is the following ! tional disputes through arbitration.
Inscription: "Simon Bolivar — Lib Today, some of the dreams of this
erator of Venezuela, N'tteva Granada general who wanted peace—such as
< present-day Colombia) Ecuador the proposed American League of
and Peru and founder of Bolivia." Nations—seem to he coming true,
General Bolivar led the revolt of the i others are still in the distant future.

I

We have a few broken lot sizes of electric
refrigerators used as floor models or at our
cooking schools which we are closing out at
greatly reduced prices.
These electric refrigerators are 1938 mod
els and in some cases look as good as though
they had just been uncrated.

Each one is fully guaranteed to give you
years of efficient operation.
Come in today and look them over. They
won't stay in our stores long at such favorable
prices.

central
4maine
POWEI^eOMPAMY

STRAND THEATRE
MIDNIGHT SHOW TONIGHT

"Wait until I give you

a receipt, Mrs. Smith."

"Thank you, Mr. Jones, but

my cancelled check, with
your end( . cement, will

give me a perfect receipt.”

SPECIAL OFFER!

You, too, can avoid disputes and
possible twice-paid bills if you pay

500 Sheets 8^x11
Yellow Second
Sheet

by check—the safe, modern, con

venient method of payment. We in

vite you to take advantage of the
service and protection that go with a

checking account at this bank.

Only 37c

The Courier-Gazette

The
Courier-Gazette

Two old pals of the prairie:;—Jail; Benny and an unidentified horse—
meet on I he Rue dc la Paix, of all places, in one of the hilarious scenes of
the new Benny comedy. "Arti Is and Models Abroad." Ilomesiek "Burk
Kenny seems to b: giving free rein to his emotions.—adv.

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
Rockland, Camden, Union, Vinalhaven, Warren
to EMBER FEDERAL DEPOSI ^'(INSURANCE C O R P-O R AT I O-W

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

Evcry-Olhei-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, December 31,1938

Has A New Chef

A Good Chairman
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Dr. Annis Again Heads the Paul Postizzi, Now of Thc
Knox County Drive On
Thorndike Staff, Has a
Infantile Paralysis
Broad Experience
Reappointment ot Dr. Blake B.
Annis of Rockland as chairman of
Knox County for the 1939 campaign
of the National Foundation for In
fantile Paralysis was announced
today by Miss Helen N. Hanson of
Calais and Mrs. Haven Sawyer of
Bangor as co-chairmen of the Com
mittee for Maine.
Dr. Annis will name local chair
men through Knox County, in order

He speaks four lan
guages—English, Italian,
French and German,
and he can interpret
with equal fluency the
foreign names on a din
ner menu. Better still
he can prepare the dish
es thus indicated in a
fashion calculated to ap
pease the epicurean taste.
"He" is the new chef at the New
Thorndike Hotel—Paul Postizzi oi
North Abington, Mass. He is a son
of sunny Italy and began learning
the art of catering before he was
knee high to a grasshopper. He
crossed the Big Pond at the age of
15 and since landing on America's
shores, has been identified with the
cuisine of such well known hostelries
as Hotel Statler, Boston; Hollywood
Beach Hotel. Florida; Hotels Brailford and Lennox. Boston; and The
Gables. Lowell. One reason he didn't
remain at The Gables was That a
hurricane blew it into the next town
—in pieces.
Paul Postizzi likes this country'—
when it doesn't get too breezy.

RALLY TO HOSPITAL AID

committee of three outside the club,
and the best motto will be selected
and the winner will receive a cash
prize. Some distinguished visitors
are expected at this rehearsal. Do
your utmost to make this meeting 109
percent.

BURPEE’S

friends for their kindness, letters and
cards sent me during my recent illness.
King's Daughters of Warren. Congo
Sunday afternoon, evening Spirit
and Baptist Churches. Warren Odd
Fellows. Mrs Hannah Spear. George G ualist Meetings. Grand Army hall.
Teague Marie Hayes of West Somerville Lecture, Messages;—adv.
lt
Mass., for boxes of fruit; also Mr and
Mrs. David Brugh and Mary Lockle ol
Washington. D C. for nice birthday
gifts. Especially do I wish to thank
Dr. Judson P. Lord and our Pastor. Rev
L. Clark French for faithful services
rendered
Newell W Eugley
Warren
•
CARIl OF THANKS
We especially wish to thank George
Howland who aided us and sympa
thized with us In our recent bereave
ment.
Mrs. Ernest L. Starrett. Ruby Star
rett, Margaret Starrett, Ernest Starrett

Ambulance Service

MORTICIANS
Ambulance Service
TELS. 390 AND 781-1

361-365 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
119-tf

AN APPRECIATION
Through the columns of The CourierGazette we wish to express odr deep
appreciation of the many kindnesses
awarded us since October’s accident.
There are no words to convey what
such continued acts of consideration
from attending doctors and many de
voted friends means to us
Harlan Rollins. Mother and Dnd
Brothel and Sister.

•

•

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

Discussed Plans
Relief of Maine’s Hard
Pressed Fish Industry Is
Considered In Portland

Generous Citizens Of Rockland and Vicinity
Prove Friends Indeed
SERMONETTE

affiliate, to become registered in
any State.
Miss Daly, in alert supervision of
her extensive field, brings to her |
task cordiality, understanding and
!,he essence of ethical Propriety.
I That she is highly esteemed as an1
i
......
. «
executive in her profession met defi
cient for surplus and indeed can nite pr00f on her recent election as
•carcely care for current expenses i chairman of the legislative comCasually accepting a public bene- ' mittee of the Maine State Nurses
faction with little thought of its Association. On behalf of the in- j
upkeep and less care for its stitution which she governs, grati
progress, the ordinary citizen is tude is extended to persons listed
startled upon realization that a below whose helping hands have
hospital, bulwark of humanity, is made it possible for Knox Hospital
subject to tlie identical economic to "carry on":
laws as a business or household.
C. C. Wood, Mrs. Mary H. WardAt no time has institutional ex v.'ell. Dr. A. F. Green, Dr. W. F.
pense been so great, due to tlie ris Hart, Camden. Miss Alice Larkin,
"COMING EVENTS CAST THEIR
ing cost of commodities. With ex Dudley F. Wolfe, Miss Helen I. Gil
SHADOWS BEFORE"
penditures overweighing by far the man. Mrs. Charles D. Norton, New
Jan. 2 -Open meeting ot Shakespeare
Society at New Thorndike Hotel.
income, a hospital balance sheet York; Mrs. Charles F. T. Seaverns,
Jan. 3—City schools open for winter
nevertheless
cannot be adjusted to Hartford; First National Stores,
term— ..
Jan 6 111 a. m l—Rubinstein Club
the universal “supply and demand" Somerville, Mass.; Great Atlantic A:
eollee at Universalist vestry.
Ian. 6 —Waldoboro— Parent-Teacher
decree, cannot fluctuate witli the Pacific Co., Portland; G. C. Peaslee,
A-,s'n meets at High School auditorium
monetary status of its patients. Vinal Haven; Miss Theodora Van
Jan. 9—Northport—Play "Little Miss
Hitchhiker" I*' Orange Dramatics Club
While house fees remain fixed, trust Name. New Haven; “Hilda and
Jan 10 <2 p. m i—Dramatic reading
funds depreciate in value, dividends George," Long Beach; C F. Brown,
by. Mrs Maude Andrews Lincoln at
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets
TJnlversalist vestry.
go by the board, patients plead “No Robert Wheelwright, J. O. Brown
Jail 20 (3 to 9 301—Educational Club
Tuesday
night.
Mrs.
Vivian
Kim

Dr. Blake B. Annis, who again
meets at Grand Army hall.
money," and resultantly, bills accu & Son, North Haven.
Jan. 26-27 - Mid winter meeting of heads the Infan'ile Paralysis drive ball, vice grand will preside in the
mulate.
Mr and Mrs. Talbot Aldrich. Bos
Maine Federation of Women's Clubs Lt
absence
of
Mrs.
Vora
Bemis
who
Augusta
Known
vaguely
as
receiving
State
ton;
Donald Roffitt. Brookline,
Feb. 18. 19. 20—Camden—Outing Club to prosecute vigorously and effi goes to Waldoboro to attend ‘visit
Carnival at Snow Bowl
assistance, this knowledge of Knox Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. C. Pelton,
ciently the annual drive culminat ing officers night," and will act as Hospital is but a half-truth, though Hamilton, Mass.; Chester L. Pascal,
THF. HEATHER
ing on Jan. 30. next, in the 57th noble grand. A card party will be unfortunately it gives rise to many Rockport. Miss Frances W Roberts,
birthday anniversary of President held in the afternoon.
a careless shrug of the shoulder Port Clyde; Donald D. Dodge.
Up the line from Ingraham Hill Roosevelt.
and the assumption that "The State Philadelphia; Carolyn G. Carpen
this morning came a chilly tale con
A joint installation of Anderson will pay if I don't.” The whole ter. St. Louis, Mont; Ed. B. Rollins.
Last year, all funds raised in
cerning zero weather at daybreak, Knox County were used to set up Camp and Auxiliary will be held
truth is that the State does assist. West Somerville; Penelope Whiteand the readings here in the city the Foundation and start its coun Wednesday night. Byron G Salter
but only to the extent of one-half bead. Rye, N. Y.
were but slightly highe r A few days trywide activities; but half of the of Belfast, Department press corre
H P. Blodgett. Miss Marcia Farthe cost of bed board. No provsiion
ago when the Boston weather sharps proceeds of tlie 1939 drive will be spondent. wil install the Sons and
is made by tlie State for tlie ex well. Dr. Neil Fogg, Adriel U. Bird.
told u- that no relief from the cold left in Counties where raised to be Mrs. Mae Cross, department presi
pense of x-rays, medicines, operat Elmer S. Bird, Margaret M. Ross.
wave v as in sight for a week they spent by permanent County Chap dent, tlie Auxiliary. Supper will be
ing room fees and numerous sun K W. Look, E. K. Leighton. M B
didn't mean "maybe.'' Since thc last ters which will be formed as soon served at 6.15 under the direction
dries. Thus, no patient, in justice & C O. Perry, Mrs. A W. McCurdy,
appearance of "The Weather" there as the campaign is over.
tf Mrs. Emma Hall. Auxiliary offi
to taxpayers, should shirk respon Caroline Jameson. Mrs. Evelyn M.
has fallen enougli snow to track a
Honorary
Chairmanship
for cers are requested to wear white. sibility of payment.
Hix. Miss Carrie E. Brainerd, Mrs.
fox. and to appease those who argue Maine recently was accepted by
Another common misconception [ Aldana Spear. A Friend. Joseph
that snow kills the dust germs. We Governor Barrows, who issued a
The Christian Endeavor Society of results from the name "County" Dondis, Benjamin Perry. Lawrence
somehow survive the summer dust fine endorsement of the work.
the First Baptist Church will hold a Hospital. Surprising are the num Portland Cement Co., Dorcas Club,
germs—fortified perhaps by the old
From State Headquarters at 114 special New Years service tomorrow bers who labor under the illusion Mrs Nettie C. Wotton. Jake Smalley.
adage that we must eat a peck be Exchange street, Bangor, field night at 6. Mrs. Evelyn McKusic
that the county is instrumental in Charles Sheldon, A. L. Gregory.
fore w'e die. Only 12 more hlurs be work throughout Maine is being will have the message using the sub
maintenance, whereas it contributes Mrs. Lola Burrows, Waldoboro
fore "Big Ben" rings.
conducted by the new executive di ject "Are there any advantages in not a penny. The word signifies Grain Co.. Naum & Adams. Edw.
rector, Deane S. Kintner, who re New Years resolutions?" It is con only that any member of the coun C. Payson, W. J. Sullivan, A. C.
Federal food will be given out to ports many county organizations secration meeting and all members
ty may be admitted to the hospital, Ramsdell, Arey-Heal Post Auxiliary.
WPA workers Tuesday and to all already formed and much interest are urged to be present. Another fea
A L. Bird. Hattie Ayer, Dr. Burton
other conditions being equal.
others Wednesday.
shown, particularly in the “March ture of the meeting will be a can
Authorities of the nursing home Flanders, L. A. Thurston. Rubin
of Dimes," which begins Jan. 16 dlelight service. All young people
were confronted last fall witli the stein Club. Sam. Savitt. Round Top
"Haven't you something in a size Briefly the four-fold program of the are invited.
arduous problem of raising funds Farris.
larger; I would like to exchange ! National Foundation, to which
By Kay McDonald
for general operating outlays. As
these? ' How many merchants and Maine's citizens contributed $548(1,
Who remembcK when tlie mercury the urgent necessity called for ener
clerks have listened to that question early this year, is this;
There will be no meeting of Knox
fell to 30 degrees below zero in getic and immediate action, a solu
this week.
Scientific research.
Rockland? Our obliging weather tion was attempted in the forma Lodge IO.O.F. Monday night.
Epidemic first-aid.
man. Charles M. Lawry. has this tion of a committee to analyze tlie
Alton Perry. George W. Palmer.
Pioiier care: disseminating to
A new sedan, property of Gerald
Henry Tominski. Frank Perry and 1 doctors and parents present and to say on that frigid subject. "Dec. need of tlie moment and thereon to P. Black, was damaged by fire yes
29. 1933," says he, "the thermome take remedial measures. Triplicate
Neal Karl are having their annual new knowledge which may-prevent
ter registered 20 below zero at 8 initiative issuing from Mrs. W. O terday morning at his Summer street
outing at the Lake View cottage. sacj after-effects.
a. m. on Middle Street Heights, Fuller, Mrs. A. J. Elliot of Thomas home. An alarm was turned in from
Nobleboro.
j Dollars to orthopedic centers, hosand if I am not mistaken it showed ton and William J. Sullivan lias Box 43.
--------j pitals, clinics for combating human
30 below at the corner of Main and | been highly successful in replenishThe annual installation of Can
Two basketball games are sched- . wreckage resulting from infantile
Limerock streets at 5.30 on the ing depleted coffers, and with no
Tiled for Monday night at Commu- j paralysis,
ton Lafayette and its auxiliary will
morning of the 30th." Maybe some high pressure campaign or relent
nity Building. A prelim game be
be held Wednesday night at I O.O.F.
other statistician has something to less pursuit of the hard-pressed
tween the A. & P. and Community
hail. Canton Molyneaux and its
MARRIED
say on the subject.
public. Solicitation was conducted
Duffel-BaUheWer—At Camden Dec
Auxiliary of Camden and Canton
Team B will be followed by a battle
on a more or less personal basis by Palla_s of Bp,fast wU,
by Rev William E Bereer. Alfred
between Community Trojans and 25.
E. Dutfel of Camden, and Frances L
The
annual
watch
night
service
means
of letters to likely quarters ^uesls
Belfast Boys' Club. A dance will Batchelder of Yarmouth
_____
of the First Baptist Church will be and individual approaches—a conbe held at the close cf the games.
DIED
held tonight from 8 to 12. The eve siderate and wise method which
Ruth Mayhew Tent met in Grand
Perry—At Sanatoga. Pa.. Dec. 27. ning will be divided into three parts, reaped an encouraging harvest.
Army hall Friday, the business of
There will be a midnight show to Webster E. Perry, formerly of South
Calmly enduring the uphill grade, nomination and election of chaplain
Thomaston, aged 71 years. 4 days. inspirational, social and devotional.
night at Strand Theatre, the feature Funeral ln Portstown, Pa
During the social period Mr. Mac Knox Hospital staff has carried on and patriotic instructor followed the
Stain
—
At
Waldoboro.
Dec.
28.
Frank
attraction being "Artists and Models Stain, aged 75 years. 9 months, 25 days.
Donald will show some motion pic gallantly, its mission ever onward, resignation of the officers previ
Abroad," a modern musical revue Funernl Saturday at 2 o’clock at North
Waldoboro Methodist Church. Inter tures of scenes from far-away India, ever upward, in allaying the ills of ously elected. At Monday night's
with a realistic background featur ment in Comery ceme ery.
LaChance—At New York city. Dec. 28. also pictures taken on the grounds suffering mankind. Exceptionally session Mrs. Jennie Pietroski will
ing Jack Benny, Joan Bennett Mary
Alton G. LaChance of Rockland, aged of the only college for American In well equipped for a hospital of its be installed into the chaplain's
Boland and The Yacht Club Boys 46 vears. 9 months. 4 days. Interment
dians in the United States. The de size, the Maple street haven is often office, while Mrs. Eliza Plummer
Waterville
and many others. The show will in Shibles
—At Rockport. Dec 28. Lucia votional period will end with a circle inspected by visiting physicians and
will again serve as patriotic instrucstart at 11.30. and the feature will D , widow of Robert K Shibles. aged
70 years. 8 months. Funeral Saturday formed around the main auditorium other members of the profession j tor. Mrs. Plummer will act as ingo on at midnight.
at 2 o’clock from Rockoort
Church
Interment in Amesbury Hill singing "Blest Be the Tie That who find mucli therein worthy of > stalling officer, assisted by memcemetery.
Binds." The public Is invited.
commendation. For example, it Is 1 ber,s of Emma White Barker Tent of
Canton Lafayette and Auxiliary
one of tlie few hospitals in tlie Belfast. A program will be present
CARD OF THANKS
will be installed next Wednesday
Yesterday's program at the Ro State which has a humidicrib for ed and refreshments served. Mrs.
We
wish
to
express
our
gratitude
to
night, with Major C. M. Havener in all our friends for their kindness and
tary Club was a departure from the premature and delicately born in Allie Blackington, chairman.
stalling thc Cantons, and Lady Addie sympathy during the Illness and death
of our husband and father, and in par usual.
Under the direction of fants.
Biown. Battalion Deputy, installing ticular to Dr. G. W Soule fcr his pa
Joseph E. Blaisdell. an interesting
Correcting the erroneous impres
th
n
’
and
constant
Interest.
the Auxiliary. Refreshments will oe
Mrs Sumner S Waldron. Mildred E case of juvenile delinquency was sion that the Knox Training School
served. The Cantons and ladies of Waldron, Mr and Mrs Harold Waldron
presented. Actual happenings in for Nurses had been discontinued.
and family, Norman S. Waldron.
Camden and Belfast will be gutft'x,
Seed Sown Here
the life %f a boy were dramatized, Miss Ellen C. Daly, superintendent. ■
and each member may invite one
CARD OF THANKS
with several members of the club stresses its existence and refers to
8!ncere
appreciation
ls
expressed
to
guest.
the doctors, especially Dr Soule, and taking part and giving 'evidence.''
Falls In Fertile
the nurses and other members of Knox
Hospital staff; to our friends whose Edward C. Payson was tlie judge may obtain from the recently se
The first rehearsal cf the Knox kindnesses and friendly remembrances and
Robishaw nf the hioh
Ten
brought cheer and comfort ln the long, anG worge Kooisnaw oi me nign cured affiliation privileges.
County Men's Chorus will take place hours
of a patient’s dr«y. such tokens school
* * was the
...boy. The jury com months' study-duty at the Lynn
Soil, Insuring a
Monday night in the Tower Room of of friendship endure ln memory. We
posed of the Boys’ Work Committee (Mass.) Hospital and Children's
extend
our
thanks
to
all
those
who
the Community Building at 7.30. Ail were so kind during our recent be
who received cards are earnestly reavement. for the beautiful (flowers, will report their findings at the | Hospital in Portland offer specialBountiful Harvest
and for the use of cars.
next meeting. John Good, Thaxter ized training in obstetrics, medical
urged to be present, because at this
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Marks and
Lyons, R. W. Jamieson, Dr. C. H. nursing and pediatrics, enabling
famlly,
Mr
and
Mrs.
Harold
T
Richmeeting will be decided when and aids and family. Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
where the first concert will be given. Curtis and family. Mr. and Mrs. Drury Jameson and S. L. G. Sutherland of Knox Hospital graduates who thus j
Cur. is and family. Sila Curtis.
•
Camden were visiting Rotarians.
All members will take a motto for
Dr. James Kent and Harold S.
thc club which will consist of three
CARD OF THANKS
1 wish to thank my neighbors and Leach were guests.
words or more. There will be a

TALK OF THE TOWN
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Eager, as always, to further the
welfare of such an accredited coun ty institution as Knox Hospital
friends have rallied to its financial
aid with the substantial aggregate
of $1.48011. Gratifying though this
,
.
...
sum be. it is not, however, suffi-

Happy New Year

Tomorrow we will commence
to answer that question. The
page lies white before us this
New Year’s morning. Have the
lessons of the past year been
taken to heart or must we stum
ble on into a year of even
bitterer experiences? It is well
that we do not know. Many a
babe, safe tonight, in its mothers'
arms will find the answer 29
years hence.
Let us resolve that here in
America we will not tolerate even
among our friends, the insidious
doctrines of racial hatreds.
Which even now are being
spread within this Common
wealth we love. Believers in God
—whether Jews or Gentiles,
Christians, Catholics or Protes
tants, those within the church
or without the doors of any com
munion; know .that God makes
no distinction of race, creed or
color, as to ones soul.
Hitler and Mussolini think
differently. They are undertak
ing to sift out the souls of men
before their judgment seals, by
race and color. Not by the sta
tistics of God. but by their will.
"Mine eyes have seen the glory
of the coming of the Lord. He
is trampling out the vintage
where the grapes of wrath are
stored; He hath loosed the fate
ful lightning of His terrible swift
sword. His truth is marching
on."
“In the beauty of the Weis
Christ was ten across the sea,
With in HL bosom that trans
figure you and me; As He dted
to make men holy, let us die tc
make men frte; While God Is
marching on.”
We sang this Maine woman's
song in the 60's. We shall be
called upon to defend it in 1939.
Liberty in God.
—William A. Holman

Legislative aid, both state and
national, for Maine’s “hard-pressed"
fishing industry was discussed by
officials at the offices of Represen
tative James C. Oliver in Portland
; Thursday.
! Arthur R. Greenleaf, State Com
missioner of Sea and Shore Fish
, eries. City Manager James E. Barlow, and Charles H Priest, manager
of Port of Portland Development
"Something To Remember On New ! were among those conferring witli
Years Day" will be tire subject ol Oliver.
the sermon at the First Baptist | Details of proposed legislation are
Church Sunday morning. There will not complete. Oliver said, but will
be special music by the choir. The concern aiding particularly lobster
church school with classes for ad and ground fishermen against
ages will meet at noon. The En- Canadian competition. Measures
deavorers will hold their New Years may be introduced at Augusta to
service at 6 o'clock with Mrs. Evelyn “dove-tail in" witli efforts to be
McKusic giving the message. The made in Washington, lie said.
i people’s evening service will open at
In connection witli Canadian
7.15 with the prelude and big sing. competition, Oliver said he would
' assisted by the organ, piano and re-introduce a bill seeking extension
| choir. "A New Years Challenge" of the Johnson Bill to include Can
will be Mr. MacDonald's topic for ada as a "debtor nation unable to
this service. There will bp a bap secure further credit from the Unit
tism at this service.
ed States."
• » • •
"Canada is certainly a part of
"A Consecrated Resolution" will |j the British Empire and as Great
be the sermon topic by Rev. Charles ji Britain Is a debtor nation. Canada
A Marstaller at the Littlefield Me should be also," Oliver argued. It"
morial Church Sunday morning at introduced the bill in Congress two
10.30. There will be special music years ago.
' and a childrens' story will precede
the sermon. Church school meets at
' 11.45 and Christian Endeavor at 6
Praise service and sermon at 7.15, the
j topic being “The Gospel—Its Power
1 and Effectiveness." There will be
special music. The communion will
be observed at the close of the serv
ice. The week of prayer will be ob
served next week beginning Monday
night, and continuing througli Fri
day witli a different speaker each
night

in their inward parts, and write it
ln their hearts; and will be their
God. and they shall be my people,
And they shall teach no more every
man his neighbour, and every man
his brother, saying, Know the Lord;
for they shall all know me, from
the least of them unto the greatest
of them, saith the Lord;" (Jer.
31:33. 341,
• • • •

, At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal)
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
ices for tomorrow will be appropri
ate for the Feast of the Circumci
sion: Matins at 7.10; Holy Com
munion at 7.30; church school at
9.30: Holy Eucharist and sermon at
10 30; Vespers at 7 p. m

• 6 6 6

AI Pratt Memorial Methodist
Episcopal Church tomorrow services
will be: 9.30. Friendly Men's Bible
Class; 10.30, morning worship. Holy
Communion, music, choir "Ring Out
Wild Bells," Lahee, and solo “Just
As 1 Am," Danks; 6.30, Epworth
League, leader Mrs. H. V. Tweedie;
7.30, evening service, music by young
people's chorus, address by pastor
"Spiritual Beginnings For the New
Year." Tuesday. 7.30, weekly prayer
“John Wesley's Warm Heart." Wed
nesday at 4 p. m., important meet
ing of Ladies' Aid of the church,
followed at 6 o'clock by supper put
on by the men. Oeorge Orcutt chair
man.

At the Congregational Church
A New Year's party and ladies
the unified service of public wor
night was held Wednesday by
ship and church school is at 10.30 ,
the Kiwanis Club at Owl's Head
a m. Those having cent-a-meal.
Town hall. Supper was served by
boxes are requested to take them
Owl's Head Grange. Tlie boys and
to church this Sunday. The sermon j
guests had hardly recovered from
by Rev. Corwin H. Olds will be on
their repast when Santa appeared
"The Source of Jesus's Power." This
for a belated visit, witli New Year's
will be Communion Sunday with
the Lord's Supper being shared after gifts for all, each accompanied by
choice poetry causing much amuse
the sermon.
ment. Following Santa's departure
• • • •
for the Polar regions, Levi Flint's
At the Universalist Church Sun orchestra played for dancing, inter
day morning at 10.45 the advent of spersed with games until a late
the New Year will be recognized hour. On the committee were Mr.
Dr. Lowe will take for the subject and Mrs. Lawrence Miller. Mr. and
of his sermon "The Joy of Overcom Mrs. Howe Glover. Mr and Mrs. J.
ing." Church school will meet in Donald Coughlin and Dr. L. M.
the vestry. F. L. Clark trombone Richardson.
soloist, will assist the choir ln the
morning service. Mrs. Glover’s class I
meets at her residence at noon, and
Dr. Lowe's class in the church, with
kindergarten department for small
children in the vestry during the
morning service.

ClICH a scene should
never be played to

empty pews — and, say

what you please, a full

church means good ad
vance notices Most of all,

plenty of invitations —
aristocratic-looking ones,

beautifully engraved
Such invitations sliould
he engraved upon (he

rich, vellum-like texture
of LinweaveWedding Pa
pers. May we show them

to you?
The Ceuri«r-Gaz»tt»

WKIIIIIM.

PAPIIIS

WANT-ADS
•

at

■

HIIPP'I IIEUI Uf AR

» ♦ ♦ ♦

"God" Is tlie subject of tlie Les
son-Sermon that will be read in
all churches of Christ. Scientist, on
Jan. 1. The Golden Text is: “Thus
saith the Lord the King of Israel,
and his redeemer tlie Lord of hosts;
I am the first, and I am the last;
and beside me there Is no God."
(Isaiah 44:6). The citations from
the Bible include the following pas
sages; "But this shall be tlie cov- '
enant that I will make with the
house of Israel; after those days,
saith the Lord. I will put my law

May the New Year find unbounded happiness and
prosperity and health for ,all our old friends anti
patrons and those who will become patrons in I 939

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

To our ol<! customers, wc express our appreciation of

A Wish

An

loyalty; to our new customers, our appreciation of con

And

Appreciation

fidence. To those who are not our customers, ihe hope
that we may he of service to them in the future. To one

anti all, we wish a happy ami prosperous new year.

At the Stroke of Twelve—May Happiness
Be Yours—
And may we take this opportunity to thank
our friends and patrons for the generous
patronage accorded us the past year.

519 MAIN STREET

WOTTON’S

BURN D&H ANTHRACITE
i

ROCKLAND, ME

THE 5 POINT FUEL

Every-Other-Day
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Storer, Anne Ashworth, Sarah Ash NORTH WALDOBORO
WEST WALDOBORO
worth and Mary Miller and Scouts
Mrs.
Jennie
Mank
is
ln
Warren
William Fitzgerald, Stewart Pollard.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Wincapaw
25 25 25 25
25 25 25 25
Harold, John and Arthur Kennedy, for a visit with her daughter. Mrs. celebrated thelr 35th wedding an
ALENA L. STARRETT
LIDA G. CHAMPNEY
Elmer Aehorn, Thomas Lee. Donald Isa Teague.
niversary Sunday at the home of
MRS. LOUISE MILLER
Ethelyn Gibson of Lewiston has thelr son. Elmer Wincapaw where
Correspondent
Heyer, Joseph Brooks. Jr. Frederick
Correspondent
Correspondent
zs
zs zs
zs zs zs zs
HAROLD ROME,
A.S.C.A.P.
been visiting her mother. Rev. Mary- they are spending the winter.
zs zs
zs a
z^
Z^ zs zs zs
Scott,
Charles
Ashworth
and
Ed

£ 25 £ 25
Gibson
for
several
days,
Including,
.pj,oee
p
resen
t
were
Mr
and
Mrs.
win
Black.
Tel.
49
Tel.
2229
Tel. 27
■ Musical Satirist
•
i Charles Wincapaw. Mr. and Mrs.
A weekend Christmas party was the holiday.
Gerald Maddox and Robert Madgealev and Theodore Clark
held at the Castner Homestead. The
Congregational Suppers
Miss Mildred Butler of Union has
Mrs. C. B. Stahl entertained at
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Herbert dox wh0 lmve been boarding at of Framingham. Mass . Mr and Mrs
These supper committees have
bridge Thursday night, Mrs. Wil Leavitt of Wilton. N. H; Mrs. Olive ! Chester Duncan s for 15 months Edward Orindle and fOn Roger, been guest of Miss Ruth Orbeton
been chosen in the Congregational
liam Labe. Mrs. Willis Crowell, Mrs. Leavitt, Waldoboro; William De- ] 'vent last Saturday to Camden to: Mfs charles Colomy. Mr. and Mrs. this week.
William Flint. Mrs. A. E. Boggs Costa of New Boston. N. H.; Miss nlake their home with their parenti Norman Colomy of Rockland. HerFuneral services for Mrs. Lucia Ladies' Circle: Jan. 12. Mrs. Evelyn
Mrs. Arthur Brown. Miss Marcia
Joan Burnheimer is guest of bert Skinner and Laurence Colby of D Shibles will be held this after Robinson. Mrs. Laura Starrett. Mrs
Frances Castner, Charles Chantal
noon at 2 o'clock at the Baptist Flora Peabody, Mrs. Carrie Wyllie.
Blaney and Mrs. B. O. Miller.
friends
in New York.
of Cambridge: Mrs. Emma Whit
' Liberty and Mrs. Ralph Stevens of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arden
Mank
of
Feb 9. Mrs. Anna Starrett, Mrs
Frank Stain. 75. died suddenly ney. Warren; Miss Gertrude Kulja.
Waldoboro. Mr and Mrs. Winca Church, Rev. J W Hyssong offidating.
Interment will be in Alice Mathews. Mrs. Iva McKellar, !
Wednesday at his home on the R. N. of Boston; Miss Helma Kulja East Gardiner. Mass, were callers paw received many gifts.
Amesbury Hill cemetery
Mrs Katherine Moody, Miss Eleanor
North Waldoboro road. Funeral of Long Cove; the Stacy Castners last Saturday on friends in this
Tlie Trytohelp Club will hold its Ooodwin; March C. Mrs Nettie
services will be held Saturday at 2 j of Waldoboro; Mr. and Mrs. Rich- place.
WEST WASHINGTON annual Christmas party with tree - Jameson, Mrs. Abbie Newbert. Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Duncan,
o’clock at the Methodist Church, | ard castner of this town. Mrs.
Marion
Simpson
and
Louie
Carroll
North Waldoboro. Mary Gibson gusan Castner was the hostess.
Miss Gloria Hibbert. R N. has re Monday night at the home of Mrs. j E. Belle Walker. Mrs. Claik French,
of Union dined Monday at the home turned to Saratoga. N. Y.. after Viola Spear.
i Miss M. Grace Walker,
officiating. Interment will be in
The Lions Club met Wednesdayof Mr and Mrs A W Winchen
Comery Cemetry.
visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs
Mrs.
Ethel Spear, daughter j April 13, Mrs. Ilda Russell, Mrs.
night at Stahl's Tavern Following
Mr. and Mrs Lawrence T. Wes the supper a discussion for the for- bach.
Thalice and son True returned to ! Elizabeth Munsey. Mrs. Julia Watts
Archie Hibbert the past month.
Lida Overlook is at her home for
ton are spending a few days in Port ! mulation of a program for boostVisitors Sunday at Mr. and Mrs Boston Monday after spending the i Mrs. Grace Campbell, Mrs. Katie
a few days' stay.
land.
Etfcon Wellman's were Mr. and weekend and holiday at their home , Starrett. Mrs. Mary Moore; May 11.
J ing the business and social activity
The Historical Society met Wed- , Of
community ensued. It was
Mrs. Kendric Light and three ohil- here.
j Mrs. Willis Vinal, Mrs. Edna White,
nesday night with Mr. and Mrs. Al proposed to offer sufficient increase
MEDOMAK
dren. Mr. and Mrs. Walter Withee
Miss Lillian Whitmore will return Mrs. Jessie Walker, Mrs Adelaide
lred Storer.
and two children.
to Boston Monday to resume her Norwood. Mrs. Pearl Ordway. Mrs
ln the membership of the club to
Mr and Mrs. Verg Prior and Mr.
Mrs. Kelsey Lash was a Boston include all who might be interested
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Moore studies at Burdett College after James MacDougall.
and Mrs Deering Genthner were
visitor last weekend.
ln this type of program.
passed Christmas in Boston but was spending the Christmas vacation 1 June 8. Mrs. Air" Watts. Mrs.
recent Rockland visitors.
Miss Margaret Ashworth has re
An organization meeting for an
called home Monday by the illness with her parents. Mr and Mrs. D Olive Peabody, Mrs. Ruby Kallcch.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Shuman
turned to St. Johnsbury, Vt., after j American Legion Post will be held
of their son Atwood who is recov- A Whitmore.
, Mrs. Rosina Buber. Mrs. Eleanor !
visited
Sunday
with
relatives
in
spending Christmas with her as soon as the Charter is received
, ering from pneumonia at the home Added to the list of motor acci- j Barrett, Mrs. Gecrtrude Hahn; July
Cushing.
brother, Dr. T. C. Ashworth.
Announcements thereto will be
of Cleber Cooley.
dents Which have occurred on the 113. Mrs. NancyClark. Mrs. Abbie
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Pearl are made in the next issue The time I Mr and Mrs Linwood TimberGuests Christmas Day of Mr. and curve near the junction of Union j Newbert, Mrs.Annie Rusell.
Mrs.
visiting relatives in Revere. Mass is at hand when the Legion can lake and daughter of Portland were Mrs. Archie Hibbert were their street and Russell avenue was an- Edna Moore Mrs. Anna Starrett.
By Daniel I. McNamara
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Lee enter render the most valuable service to guests Monday of Mrs L. W, Osier. daughters Mrs. Ellis Dyer of Rock- other early Friday morning when a ! Mrs Flora McKellar. Mrs GertIP
Mr. and Mrs Astor Willey passed
tained at a dinner party Monday- the country and the community.
^JNDER the spell of catchy melody
land. Georgia Hibbert of Augusta, New Brunswick truck loaded with rude Starrett. Miss Rosa Spear
Christmas Day with Mr and M-s.
Mr and Mrs E B Calderwood, Mr
and
merry
satire
in
"Pins
and
All Schools In Waldobon. Jef
Miss Katie Kennedy. Everett Daw- smelts crashed into the fence in ; juiy 27, Mrs. Laura Starrett Mrs
i Needles." capital and labor sat side
and Mrs. James Calderwood, Mr. ferson. Nobleboro and Bremen wil! Clarence Eugley in W'aldoboro.
son. and Birdell Hibbert
front of the Charles S. Gardner ; Alzada Simmons, Mrs. Evelyn Rob- ) by side to tap toes, chuckle and
Miss Dorothy Carter of Waldoand Mrs. Ernest Castner 2d. and reopen Monday.
unite in acclaiming the erudite
The funeral of Miss Geneva residence and overturned. Both I inson. Mrs. Alice Mathews Mrs
: boro has been spending a few days
two children and Mr. and Mrs. John
young collegian who created its
Dr. George Coombs, director of
Maddocks was held from the West truck and fence were badly dam- , Carrie Wyllie. Miss Frances Soear
at
home.
songs, Harold Rome. Broadway’s
Burgess and family.
health, for the State of Maine will
S. F Studley and Miss Ida MoreChurch Tuesday. Burial aged and the ground well strewn Mlss Mary WylUe, and
Ilda newest ace songwriter. And now, quickly captured a coveted mem
Miss Dorothy Rowe has returned provide the program for the Parbership in the American Society ot
A
, . .land passed the holiday with M.. was in the family lot in West with smelts, but the driver and men Russell; Aug. 10. Mrs. Carrie just a year after his first effort, with Composers, Authors and Publishers,
to Framingham, Mass., after pass- lent-Teacher
meeting Friday night an{J Mrs
gtudley
ws> Washington.
"Pins and Needles" still a reigning and won a special prize for his song
accompanying him were uninjured Smith. Mrs. Corinne Perkins. Mrs
New York success, his second revue "Sunday In The Park "
ing the holiday at her home here, j a( ■whicla all of the Parent-Teacher casset
Northey passed This was the first accident to oc- ;
'
Mrs
■
—
is running concurrently—“Sing Out
Mrs. John H. Lovell was a Rock- associations of the surrounding
Rome, just thirty, is a Hartford,
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Genthner christmas with her daughter Mrs. cur since the widening of the curve prosperous year Mrs. Lena Tomin- I the News.” "Franklin D. Roosevelt
land visitor Thursday.
Connecticut, native. As a pianist,
towns will be represented. The and children were visitors Sunday ,Cleo Bartlett'
' and the placin« of an Uland at ski. secretary of the Trytohelp Club Jones," a typical song of this revue, he played his way through ten years
Miss Ellen Mayo of New York and meeting ls open to the public. at the home of Mrs. Genthner's' Mrs Ol€nnie Delamet€r Visited (the junction by the State. Had it
riding high on the waves of radio of college courses. Graduated in
and Guy Young, president of the is
George Kuhn of Hartford, are Talking-moving pictures will be
popularity.
architecture at Yale in 1934, he
mother. Mrs. Edith Euglev at Sunday at
home of her brother , not been for the island' the Gar<J- Christian Endeavor, also rendered
guests of Mr Kuhn's mother, Mrs used.
Rome's songs of social significance
the profession profitless. He
Dutch Neck. .
Alton WelUnan
I ner h<>use would have been seriously satisfactory reports, the latter so- in ‘ Pins and Needles" made this found
returned to his music when his New
Bessie S Kuhn.
Statistics are being compiled on
endangered.
It
was
about
1.30
a.
m.
c
iety
showing
an
average
attend

all-amateur
production
a
genuine
York employer discharged him from
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore McLain
Meenahga Grange will hold its the attendance, salaries, costs per
Broadway attraction, peer of pro a no-salary job for taking time off
when the accident occurred
ance of 35.
ROCKVILLE
were in Rockland on a recent visit.
installation Monday night.
fession;-1
performances.
Originally
to try to sell a song. He spent three
pupil, per week and year, etc., for
The Johnson Society had an enMr and Mrs. Leslie Lamson had
Mrs Evie Merchand of Friend
Under the able pastorate of Rev.'f planned for the entertainment of summers as entertainment director
Miss Jessie Keene has returned the various towns of the Waldoboro
ship passed last weekend with her
Christmas weekend guests their joyable Christmas party
1 j ^Hy^'he^ch member
members of the International Ladies in an Adirondacks camp, gathered
to Gorham Normal School and Miss school union. This is a part of th? parent \jr and Mrs Ira Teele
rloinvhtnr Twvxa IT T omenn r\1 Hnv nioht at thp hnmp zsf Kfrc Dlivo ”
’
I lie CflUrcn illCIllDCr
daughter Dr. Edna
E. Lamson of day night at the home of Mrs. Olive
Garment Workers' Union, and pro there the experience he capitalized
Faye Keene to New York City after general program of information re
j
ship
has
been
decidedly
increased,
duced by Labor Stage to occupy the in his work for Labor Stage
Miss Annie Carter who has had Jerse>’ City, their son Albert La'.n Whittier
passing Christmas at their home lating to schools.
"Sunday In The Park." "Doing
The Methodist Church School with a large attendance at all spare time of workers benefiting
son of Worcester and a grandson
employment
in
Waldoboro,
has
re

here.
church services Appreciation was from shorter hours, this unique the Revolutionary," "One Big Union
meets
at
10;
at
11
the
worship
servWarren
Lamson
of
Upton.
Mass.
musical setting of Labor’s economic for Two" and “Sing Me a Song of
turned home.
Twenty-three
members
from
Mrs. Ida Barrows and Miss Lottie, ice will include the Sacrament of , exPressed b>' the church to al! offi- views goon became a full time pro Social Significance" were hits of
JEFFERSON
, Mr. and Mrs. Ashley Walter of
Meenahga Orange attended Neigh
the Lord's Supper and a New Year | cers who had sewd 50 foully, duction with seats sold out weeks “Pins and Needles.” Now he haa
Waldoboro passed Friday evening E. Ewell were guests Christmas Day
in advance Rome’s prowess as a repeated^vith “Sing Out the News’*
bor's Night Thursday at Maple
R. C. Wentworth. County Agent,
of Mr. and Mrs. F L. Hunter join message appropriate to the Sacra- £peclal acknowledgment being made songwriter was so apparent that he and a third revue is in the offing
with
Mr.
and
Mrs
C
H
Shuman.
Grange. North Waldoboro.
was a business caller Tuesday on
ing there Mr. and Mrs Leman Ox ment. Special music by the choir. of the *rvices of Mrs clara Lane'
Mrs. Lillian Vannah spent Christ H. A. Clark.
Epworth League at 6; at 7 a can- who has
85 °rSanist for a
ton of West Rockport
Edna White. Mrs. Jessie Walker.'
EAST LIBERTY
mas with her daughter in Rockland.
SOUTH WARREN
dlelight
service,
with
music
by
the
|
number
of
years
without
pay
Miss Eva Withim of Boston. Mass.
Mr and Mrs. E H Perry were
Mrs Christine Barker. Mrs. Mar
Miss Carolyn Richardson of ] spent Christmas with her grandchoir.
The
story
of
the
service
will
These
officers
were
elected;
Clerk.
Christmas
dinner
guests
of
Mr
and
Clarence M Howes is seriously ill
jorie Spear. Mrs. Adelaide Norwood. |
Wellsfleet. Mass., is visiting Mr. and I mother. Mrs. Eva Bond.
Mrs. Mabel Jordan was holiday
Mrs. Arthur Fitzgerald cf West connect the Christmas message with ' Arlene Tominski; treasurer. Helene Mrs Annie Russell. Miss M Grace
with pneumonia. He is being treat- Mrs
Mrs. Herbert Standish.
guest at the home of her son Henry
Marjorie and Bruce Ogilvie of ed by Dr
Small of Belfast Waldoboro.
-.the dissemination of the Light of Dunbar: auditor. Albert Rhodes;
Walker
Mis.
Edna
Overlock.
Mrs.
Miss Natalie Simmons of Bath Shawomet. R. I . are visiting thenand cared for by a trained nurse.
and ^rs Etena A. Sherer | the World.
! missionary treasurer. Mrs. Maud Ruth Philbrook. Miss Lillian Rus Jordan in Rockland.
visited Sunday with her grandpar- brother Emery Ogilvie.
Walter Grant of Medfield. Mass. -cpent the holiday with Mr. and Mrs l. Baptist Church: J. W. Hyssong. Walker; committee on reception of sell.
Nathan Copeland of Thomaston,
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Osborne Welt.
Walter N. Pierce and Mary E spent the Christmas vacation with I Herbert M Waldron of Glen Cove ^pastor, morning worship at 11 members . Helen email, Mildred
Merritt
Robinson of Lynn, Mass
The fire department was called Parker, both of Augusta were mar
Aug 24 men's supper. George W
„ j
.... uar_I1L, Mr.
vl, aand
.ln Mrs. W.
„ L.
j,
Mrs. Nellie Perrv Joined other1 o'clock, sermon subject. "The Faith . Graffam. Arthur Walker, Charles
out Tuesday morning to extinguish ried Sunday night at the Baptist his parents
P
' ——_____ —
------------- '
'
Walker, chairman; Sept. 14. Mrs Elliott Copeland and sons Richard
Grant.
members of the family for Christ- of Rahab;" Church School at 12: ! Marston. William Whitney; ushers.
Elizabrih Munsey, Mrs Grace James and Nathan of Carney Point.
a chimney fire at the home of Ar- parsonage by Rev. J. E. Besant.
Mrs. B. A Eastman visited her
mas dinner at Mr. and Mrs. Alden Young People's Society Christian , Guy Young, Frederick Quimby,
Campb
Mrs. Iva McKellar, Mrs N. J. were callers Sunday at C. J.
thur Spaar
Mr. and Mrs Lincoln Harlow of daughter. Mrs. Paul Nickerson in
Perry's at The Highlands. Endeavor meets at 6 p. m . Mrs. Eva' Earle Dean. John Hyssong, Jr., Dell
Copeland's.
Mr. Robinson has
Mrs. Isabel Boothby and Charles Gardiner were dinner guests Mon- Belfast over the Christmas holiday. I Mr and Mrs Ernest Crockett of Moon, leader; at 7 p. m. union serv- ' Hyssong, Carl Eaton; flower com- Julia Wit s, Mrs. James Maclately
been
placed
on the retired list
D'uv"
M
s.
Olive
Peabody,
Mrs.
Lilly were recent guests of Fred day of Mr. and Mrs F H. Bond.
I
Mr. and Mrs W L Grant and son Rockport visited Christmas Day at ice at West Rockport with sermon { mittee. Helen Small. Arlene Tomin- Roriri Buber. Miss Mary Wyllie, of the Standard Oil Co of N. Y.
Lilly in Hallowell.
i Mr and Mrs. Paul Simmonds of
j by pastor
! ski. Mildred Rhodes. Maud Carl->Walter visited Sunday at Philip, Mr. and Mrs LeRoy Tolman's.
by which he had been employed for
Mrs Lawrence T. Weston will be Philadelphia, and daughter Ruth
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cain of J
. » » »
.
ton; cradle roll committee. Mrs. T'v- Mlse Ro'a Spear.
Alley’s in Frankfort.
several years, Hls office associates
hostess to the Bridge Club Thurs- are visiting Mr. Simmonds' parents,
Oct. 12, Mrs. Alzada Simmons.
Rockport were guests of her parents HaPti5t Church Annual Meeting ze, Caln Mrs John Hyssong M-.
____________
presented a gold watch and chain
day night. Supper will be served Mr. and Mrs. Charles Simmonds.
Mr. and Mrs. Vesper Hall for' At the annual business meeting Wilma Rhodes; baptismal commit- Mr?. Edna Moore. Mis. Ruth Phil to him on his retirement.
NO.
BURKETTVILLE
at 6-30
, Mr. and Mrs. Everett Hoffses of
_____
Christmas dinner Monday.
of the Baptist Church held Thurs- tee Helen Small Wilma Rhrd°s. A brook. Mrs. Ruby Kalloch. Mrs
Fred Robinson and son Fred and
The local Boy Scout Troop and : Augusta were recent guests of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Ireland and
Miss Louise C. Sherer. a stu- day night several matters of lm- j K. Walter. Charles Mar ’on; music Flora McKellar. Mrs. Gertrude
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hunt of Cushinvited guests were entertained ; and Mrs. George Hoffses.
*son Merle spent Sunday with their dent nurse at Massachusetts Gen- ! port ance to the future welfare of! committee. Mrs. Mabelle Crone, Hahn. Mrs. Mildred Berry, Mrs
Thursday night at a Christmas j The Jefferson Farmers Mutual daughter in Newport.
€ral Hospital arrives today for the ' the church were discussed and . Mrs. Clara Lane. Charles Marston; Mary Halligan; Nov. 9. Mrs. Carrie in^ were visitors Christmas day at
n1** J
°f Mr an?
Wre Insurance Co- wil1 hold itR an’
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Leigher and weekend to be spend with her par- ' minor changes made in the bylaws. I standing and pulpit committee; A. Smith. Mrs Nancy Clark. Mrs. E L- s Copeland s.
Maurice Gross of Portland was
m
m r n AT urTntMWere nUSl meeting Saturday at 1 P- W ] william Light were recent visitors ents. Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Sherer. Reports given by the officers of the K. Walker. Wiliam Whitney, Chas. Belle Walker. Mrs. Flora Peabody. I
Mrs Katie Starrett. Mrs. Gertrude - in town Tuesday motoring here with
an-? fS „ ' Mack the Misses at the Town House
L,
Camden
and
her
sister
Mrs.
H
M.
Waldron
various
organizations
were
gratifyMarston;
financial.
A.
K.
Walker.
ir Camden.
j------- 1----j Miss xx...
mg. showing a decided gain over , five years. Rev. J. W. Hyssong. four Starrett, Mrs. Pearl Ordway. Mrs Jerry Libby who has been a patient
Richard Edgecomb
and
Eve- of Glen Cove
Rita London. Pauline Creamer. Elise
! years; Albert Rhodes three years; Annie Russell. Mrs. Edna Overlock, five week? at the State Street Hoelyn Oxton of Liberty visited relaMrs. Acel Trueworthy of Bruns- ' previous years,
ADS
Marcho, Esther Black, Priscilla i
Dec. 14. Mrs Eleanor Barrett, J pital in Portland. Mr. Libby is at
tives of Mr. Edgecomb last weekend wick and Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Nel- j Miss Helene Dunbar. Church Charles Marston, two years; Wil
Mrs Alice Watts. Mrs. Corinne j the home of his sister Mrs. Ada
in Danvers Mass.
son of Rockland spent Christmas School superintendent, stated that liam Whitney, one year; nominat
Mrs Everett Fish of Appleton with Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Hunter
‘ the school showed an average of 85 ing committee for 1940. Arthur Perkins. Mrs. Nettie Jameson. Mrs Spear and is making a satisfactory
passed last Saturday night at the
O W Carroll who has been ill In attendance for the year, an un- Walker. Mildred Graffam. Hazel Clark French. Mrs. Willis Vinal. ! recovery.
j Aubert Leigher home. Mr. and Mrs with a severe cold is able to be out excelled record, the previous high Cain.
Leigher and family accompanied
"Charles Tolman won the decision est being less than 70. She also re
The election of Sunday School
1 sr
her
on
return
and
partook
of
last
night over Jerome Carpenter. ported 37 as having perfect attend
3
W
6
X
9
7
I
officers will be made by the school
ance
Christmas dinner with her.
of Camden N. J., in one of the best
instead of by the church as former- |
Mrs Maud Walker, secretary of
Mrs. Abbie Plummer and the five bouts of the amateur boxing show
IO
II
ly and the janitor will be appointed ,
Grinnell children passed Christmas It was a hard-fought battle the missionary department, report
w
by the finance committee. The
at thc home of Earl Grinnell in throughout with both welterweights ed that $86 had been raised for that
19
ir
13
IX
meeting was presided over by Rev.
Washington.
j taking and giving plenty.” This purpose since April last She also,
J. W. Hyssong. and Miss Mildred
WA
as
president
of
the
Ladies'
Circle,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Irving
Turner
and
newspaper
reprint
will
be
read
with
17
lb
18
Graffam acted as clerk in the ab
two daughters. Mr. and Mrs. Wil- interest here as Mr. Tolman for- read the report submitted by Chris
W
sence of Mrs. Alice Marston.
liam Carter and son of Montviiie merly resided in this community. His tie Whitney, secretary’, showing that
XI
20
19
• • • »
end Mr. and Mrs. Roy Carleton of present home Ls in Camden. N J that society had also enjoyed a
Mrs.
ElissU
R. Haney
HUH 29
South Union spent the holiday with f
22.
23
Mrs. ElL'sia R. Haney dfed Dec.
Mrs. Lelia Turner.
OUR FELLOW DRIVERS
w;
w
By Mueller
26 at the home of her daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Esancy and:
2.526
Mrs. Kenneth Jarvis with whom
Merle Robbins visited Mrs. Sarah I
she made her home Mrs. Haney
Barlow
and
Mrs.
Ernest
Light
i;i
29
30
27 28
was born in Whiting Sept. 5. 1860,
Camden
recently.
W
w
daughter of Sally and Elijah DemMrs.
Raymond
Carlton
and
Mrs.
i 32
39
33
31
mons. She had been ill for several
Lelia Turner were callers Sunday
months during which time she was
evening
on
Mrs.
Carolyn
Leigher.
36
3S37
tenderly cared for by her two
Henry' Robbins and Richard
w
daughters.
Linscott
were
Belfast
visitors
91
90
39
38
She is survived by sons. Chester
Friday.
of Perry Point. Md . Percy of Rock
Mrs.- Blanche Leigher had as guests
9Z
land and Earl Grant of Rockport;
Sunday her son Roy Light and fam
two daughters. Mrs. Jennie Jarvis
ily of East Washington.
93
99
and Mrs. Gladys Demmons of this
Aubert Leigher and Everett Fish
town; ten grandchildren, and two
made business visits Sunday at the
grea
t-grandchildren.
homes
of
Arthur
Overlock
and
Ralph
VERTICAL (Cont.)
I HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
Funeral services were held from
11-Recording Secretary Light in South Liberty.
35-Unit
1-Dog disease
!
(abbr.)
37- Edict
5-Lost freshness
the home. Rev Forrest F. Fowle of
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Calderwood
13-Public voting (pi.)
38- Tree with inedible
This 1s a fine quality writing paper in greytone or ivorytone.
9-Carefully wrought
Winthrop officiating.
of Union were recent supper guests
15-Curative substances
fruit of orange
out
at
Willard
Ireland's.
Your name and address printed on sheets and envelopes with
I
color (pi.)
17-lnterdict
12-Repair
style A or B heading
41-Wrinkle
20- Rug
14—Cooks with hot
WE BUY
21- Beseech
42- Searched through
vapor
Your
choice
of
lettering
in green, brown, blue or black ink.
23- A dance
43- Fashion
16-Female singers

ROCKPORT

WALDOBORO

WARREN

pFRSOIlALITIESinmUf
I

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle

RITEcBEST
PRINTED STATIONERY

1

18-The sheltered side
19- Abound
20- Chart
21-Couches
22- Cadmium (abbr.)
23- Greek god of hills
and woods
24- Prefix. Around
25- Sun-dried brick
26- Equlp
27- Date in Roman
calendar
29- Strike gently
30- Musical note
31- A class of wines
32- Head covering
^3-A beverage (pi.)

24- Oeep hole
25- Wager
26- A rodent
VERTICAL
28- Dismal
29- Equality of value
30- Outpouring of
1-Frenchman killed
censure
by Charlotte Corday 31-Ponds
i 2-Placed one within 33- Address
34- Place of another
another
person
, 3-Heavy shadow
36- Smooth (Phon.)
I 4-Corn-spikes
37- Flat.bottomed boat*
5- Animal greases
39-A liquid measure
6-Consumed
(abbr.)
7- Trader
8-Portions of medicine 40-Steamship (abbr.)
10-Baronet (,abbr.)
,41-Two hundred

OLD
GOLD
AND SILVER

44- Horse

Clarence E. Daniels
JEWELER
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

48 folded sheets 5x8—48 envelopes 5 I -8x4 1 -8
Perfect for your own correspondence and just the thing for gifts.

$1.00 postpaid
MODERN WOMEN
Trxvelen Safety Service
sha’i doing 72 milts an hour.

poor tire* and

I’d open her up but I’ve got

my brakes don't hold/'

Need Not Suffer monthly pain and delay due to
colds, nervous strain, exposure or oimilar causes.
Chi-cheo-ters Diamond Brand Pills are effective,
reliable and give Quick Relief. Bold by
all druggists for over50 years. Ask for

THE COURIER GAZETTE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

CHICHESTERS PILLS
"TMI BIAMOND^r »RAH0“
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sented. which included 20 characters
with a chorus of mixed voloes ln
the musical numbers under direci tion of Gerald Webb. The watch
j meeting tonight will be In charge
(Continued from Page One)
22, 1820, within Fort Preble under
1 of Elder Archie Beggs. Election of
the Jurisdiction of the United States,
; new church officers from 7 to 8,
out of his mouth and loosening his
9 to 10, a social program, lunch teeth. Upon arrival at New Orleans violently assaulted Private James
McDonald with a stick three feet in
from 10 to 11, followed by a devo the captain caused him to be thrown
length and one inch in diameter.
tional hour and New Year greet- into prison for four months, until
Several mortal bruises and wounds
I ings. Rev. Floyd Young will give
the middle of April, when he was the length of four inches and the
I a talk on “The Home."
released and Joined the ship. He was depth of one inch were inflicted upon
Malcolm Hopkins returned Tues again imprisoned in May, for about
the head and side of McDonald. Ho
day to Worcester, Mass.
a month, till June 29. when he was bart then plunged McDonald's head
• • • •
taken out, and the ship sailed for under water for the space of three
Church Notes
Havre, France.
minutes and placed him in a hole at
ft ft ft ft
On the night of sailing fcr France Fort Preble—called the Black Hole
Tonight there will be a watch
MRS OSCAR C LANE
night social and service In Union the captain started on him again, —for 17 hours, without food or
Correspondent
Church. A social gathering with kicking, beating and knockng him drink. Aug. 25. 1820. McDonald died
| game..;, program and stunts will be down. The following day he was of wounds and injuries caused by
Marlon Littlefield went Friday . enojyed frcm 8 to 10.30. Lunch will ordered aloft by the mate, to loose
the beating.
to Hartford, where she is attend j be served at 10.30 and a service of the main top gallant staystail and
A bill was presented by the grand
ing school.
' praise and prayer will begin at 11 30 fore royal. He answered that he , Inquest of the United States at the
Eltza Patterson has returned to I to usher in the New Year. All are would do so one thing at a time. October term, held at Wiscasset, 1821.
Somerville. Mass , to resume teach J invited and those attending are The captain heard the remark, and Hobart, upon his arraignment, plead
ing. having spent the Christmas ! asked to take a box lunch. Coffee ordered the mate to call him down, ed not guilty of having killed Mc
recess with her mother. Mrs. Jennie and tea will be furnished by the so and “give lt to him well," and he (the Donald. Upon affidavit of Hobart
Patterson.
captain) would take the responsi the case was continued to the next
cial committee.
Virginia Black returned Friday to
May term, thence further continued
Worship Sunday at 11 a. m. Ser bility.
As Sherwood was descending the upon affidavit made by the United
West Hartford to resume teaching. mon by the pastor. Rev. Kenneth
Athene Thompson is passing the Cook, subject, “I Resolve." The mate hauled him down from the rail, States District Attorney to the Oc
I and threw him on the deck, kicked tober term.
holidays with her parents, Dr. and vested choir will sing the anthem;
A Jury was impaneled and sworn
MK. R. H. Thompson. She is a i ‘‘Savior Take My Hand.'' Harry L. and lashed him with a gasket. The
student at Boston Teachers' College. Coombs, soloist will sing “Living i captain also beat and kicked him. according to law to try the issue.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Sanborn for Jesus This will be communion whUe he was W** on the deck' t,n After a full hearing of the evidence
he cried "murder." The passengers and arguments of counsel the case
have returned to Waterville having Sunday. Junior Epworth League
came and remonstrated against the was committed to the jury. who.
spent Christmas with his parents. will meet at 4; Christian Endeavor
cruelty of the captain's conduct. I after mature deliberation, returned
at
6;
evening
service
at
7
will
feaj
Mr. and Mrs. L W Sanborn.
I Sherwood was unable to rise and a verdict of not guilty. It was.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Q. Johnson have ture a New Year's candle lighting
the mate partly lifted him and therefore, considered by the court
service.
All
are
invited.
The
choir
returned from Springfield.
will sing the anthem ‘'All the Year thrashed him down on the deck, re that Christopher Columbus Hobart
Phyllis Bogren is guest of her
Around." Doris Smith will be solo peating this several times, while the be discharged of this indictment.
uncle Biley Lyford in Worcester.
ist. Prayer service at vestry Tues captain continued to order the mate , ‘‘Silas Ler for the United States
Maas.
to "g.veitto him.'’ This cruel treat- j
day at 7.
and Ihe Officers and Crew of
Joseph Hanson, a student of Mas
ment continued until the ship !
The Women s Foreign Missionary
the Enterprize. Libellants,
sachusetts State College, was a re
reached Havre. Sherwood quit the
vs. The Prize Boxer, Etc."
cent visitor at the home of his Society will meet at the parsonage ship there and worked his way back
at 2 o'clock Tuesday. All women
sister. Mrs Byron Thomas.
Libel filed by Silas Lee. Esq. of
to Portland, where he had left his
Mr and Mrs. Langtry Smith have interested in missions are invited. wife.
•
|! Wiscasset, attorney for the United
returned from Rockland where Union Church Circle will serve the
At the hearing of the case, the I Slat«s for the offl:ers and crew of
they passed the holiday with thelr usual supper in the vestry Thursday captain denied ever beating and !
Pu^'c armed vessel for the
son Walter Smith and Martha a 5.30.
abusing Sherwood. He said Sher I United States. Enterprize.
William Burrows. Esq., deceased,
Youngsma, at the home of Mr and
wood was often drunk, and did not
Dr Stratton will be at his Vinal Mrs. Merle Hutchins.
faithfully perform his duties. That last commander, since the declara
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Green spent Haven office from the arrival of he had deserted the ship at New tion of war between the United
Christmas with thelr daughter Mrs the boat Tuesday p. m . Jan. 3. until Orleans, was apprehended and put States and Great Britain. On Sept
Willis Kcssuth, at Sunny Slope its departure Thursday morning — in confinement for safe keeping. 6. 1813, captured on the high seas
adv
j the British Brig Boxer cf a force
Farm
That the ship was delayed from
Mr. and Mrs. Henley Garner, who
sailing, several days, to procure an superior in size and weight of metal
MATINICUS
spent the holiday with Mrs Gar
other hand after Sherwood had de as well as in number of guns and
ner’s parents. Mr and Mrs I G
serted at Havre. He maintained that i
P m- Lieutenant BurMr and Mrs Oeorge Belcher are
, rows hoisted three ensigns, short
Calderwod have returned to Bel
1
the
correction
of
Sherwood
by
the
spending the winter with thelr
ened sail and edged away toward the
fast.
daughter Mrs. Ernest Perkins in mate was for Insolent and abusive enemy, who came gallantly on. CapThe Christmas carolers of Union
answers
to
the
mate's
proper
and
Church, brought much cheer to Melrose. Mass.
necessary orders, and fcr Sherwood's tain Blyth had nailed his colors to
Those home for Christmas vaca
the many homes visited in and
negligence and unreasonable delay the mast, telling his men they shouid
about town. It added greatly to the tion are Julia Young. Claytjn in executing these orders.
never be struck while he had life Hi
Young. Roberta
Young, Edith
Christmas spirit.
TestimoriT and depositions of sev his body. Both crews cheered loud
Theodore Nutting . Principal of Thompson Hilda Thompson. Hattie eral hands, aboard the Elizabeth, ly as they neared each other, and at
the High School entertained the Ames and Isabel Ames.
corroborated Sherwood's charges, 3.15. the two brigs being on the star
Richard Ames has returned from one sailor stating that Capt. Me. board tack not a half pistol -ah. it
boys of the senior class Thursday
a vist with relatives in Boston
night at his home
, Intcsh was the most cruel man lie apart, they opened fire, the AmertHarold Alley of Bristol spent
The Community Christmas tree had ever sailed under, and deserv ed can using the port, and the English
Christmas with his family.
the starboard, battery. Both breadwas held at the church last Satur i to be hung.
Dr. Alfred Leber of Philadelphia day with a program furnished by
After a full hearing of the evi- sides were very destructive, each of
Is spending the holidays with hi; the children.
i dence and the arguments of the the commanders falling at the very
cousin Dr. Ralph Earle
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Philbrook ' proctors, It appeared to the Court i beginning of the action. Sept. 3
Mrs. George Gray was in Rock and daughter Celia of Westbrook that the material allegations in the i 1813, the Boxer was brought Into
1 the Port of Portland to remain for
land Monday to visit her daughter are spending the Christmas vaca i libel were proven.
Elizabeth Gray, who is ill at Knox tion with Mr. and Mrs Fred Phil
It was adjudged and decreed that adjudication. Libel filed Sept. 13.
Hospital
brook
J.ohn Sherwood recover against Eb- j 1813. Assigned for hearing and trial
Edith Weir of Boston was in town I
enezer
McIntosh the sum of 340 dam Sept. 27.1813. at Wiscasset. Notices
Warren Williams has been visit
over the holiday.
ages and cost of prosecution taxed of hearing published in the several
ing friends here.
Mrs Herbert Cassie of Quincy,
weekly newspapers printed in Por;Arthur Philbrook is in Rockland, at $44 .60.
Mass, spent Christmas In town.
i land between the 13th and 27th days
receiving medical attention for an
U. S. vs.
Ruth Wahlman and Kathleen '
of September. No persons appearing
infected hand.
Christopher Columbus Hobart
( to controvert the allegations stated
Cotter, who were guests of relatives
Mrs. Velma Teel is spending the
in town over the holiday, returned
Christopher Columbus Hobart, a in the libel the case was continued
Christmas
holidays at her home on Lieutenant in the United States to a special District Court held at
Tuesday to Boston
Mabel Erickson spent the holi- Cranberry Island,
Army, stationed at Fort Preble. In York, Oct. 12. 1813. for Anal decision.
day with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
the town of Cape Elizabeth. Maine, All allegations ln the libel being true
TENANT'S HARBOR
Bernard Erickson returning Mon
not having the fear of God before his it was therefore considered and de
day to Boston.
eyes. but being moved and seduced creed by David Sewall, Judge of sa’d
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Feyler of
Fernald Ames left Wednesday ior
by the instigation of the devil, Aug. Court, that the Brig Boxer her
Thomaston were guests last weeka visit with relatives in Barre. Vt.
i end of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Barter.
Virginia Black is home from West
Ralph Wilson of Massachusetts
Hartford, Conn, for the holidays.
;
spent
the holiday recers with his
Sara Bunker arrived Saturday
I parents Mr and Mrs Willis Wilson.
from Ridgewood. N. J., to pass the
Mrs. Rose Beverage (formerly of
OUT WEST WITH THE HARDYS’
Christmas recess with her parents,
this place! motored here from Ban
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Bunker
Phyllis Black passed the Christ- ; 8®r with her son recently, visiting
1 several lots in the cemetery.
mas recess in New York.
Olive Amiro has returned from
Mis'Margaret Marriott of MassaManeet.
• chusetts .‘pent Christmas with her
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Larsen are parents Mr. and Mrs Robert Marspending the holidays in New York, , riott.
with relatives.
Mrs. Emma M. Torrey is in West
Fannie Ames is home from Swan’s j Semerville. Mass . to spend the winj ter with her daughter Mrs. Albert
Island for the holidays.
Miss Elizabeth Guilford was hos Smith.
tess Tuesday night to the KnitRev. and Mrs. Newell J. Smith
Wits
; and daughter Sherrill went Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Pears were I fcr a week s visit with Mrs. Smith’s '
recent guests in Rockland
I parents in New Britain, Conn.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Wheeler i
The 4-H Club met Friday night
with Mrs. Scott Littlefield for a ; spent Christmas Day with Mr. and !
Christmas party.
1 Mrs. W. C. Comstock and Mr and
At the Latter Day Saints Church Mrs. Robert Wood of Rockland at
Sunday night a pageant was pre- the Comstock residence.

IMPORTANT DATA FOUND

MAP SHOWING OFFICIAL ROUTES
TO NEW YORK WORLD’S FAIR
rowioouKMN i

VINAL HAVEN

HIGHWAY WARKCR

TOR ROUTES
TO WORLD'S FAIR
hcavtuxs<fco»cnkd mows
light lmcs-ALTERNATE routes

KAlI m

NEW YORK—Approved reeenll)' by Mayor Fiorelln l.iGuardia of
New York City and Grover A. Whalen, president of ihe New York
World's Fair 1939, this map is designed to be of especial use to those
I,, storing lo the exposition. A comprehensive system for handling Fair

.

traffic has already been developed after more than a year and a half
of study. According lo Mr. W halen, “Out-of-town motorists, because
of this system, ran thread their way through the rily to the Exposition
grounds as easily as they now go from their own home down to Main

Street.”

tackle, apparel, guns, ammunition
UNION
LINCOLNVILLE
ASH POINT
and munitions of war be forfeited as
.A Happy New Year to all.
Nazarcne Church Notes
Mrs. Kenneth Hurd, son George,
a lawful prize of war and the same
and Mrs. George Hurd are visiting
Cards have been received from
Due to illness in the community
i be sold al public auction at Port- relatives and friends in Philadel
there was a smaller attendance than Mrs Florence MacDonald telling of
, land.
phia.
her safe arrival at Daytona Beach.
usual at the Christmas exercises, al
The captains of the Enterprize and
Fla.
Mr and Mrs Donald Lewis are
though a fine program was put on (
Boxer are buried in the Eastern occupying the Brown Cottage fcr
Many family Christina' festivities
by the children, followed by the were enjoyed throughout the town.
cemetery at foot of Munjoy Hill in the winter
j the hear t of the city of Portland
Alvin
McNelly of Brookline. ! presentation of gifts. Mrs. Halvah All schools held programs and
’ These stones can be seen from the Mass.. Ls spending the .veek with Hart aided greatly with the violin Christmas trees added to the delight
walk.
his grandfather Alvin Hurd.
The cfTering taken will go to the of the pupils Friday afternoon.
Many of the custodians of archives
Stanley Gray passed the holiday
Alfred Fredete was called to Wa Preachers' pension fund.
did not know of the existence of (he terville recently by the serious ill
ln
Bangor.
At the morning worship tomorrow
ancient records under thelr control. ness of hl-- brother. Mrs. Effie Dyer
Mrs. Hazel Pottle is passing a
the pastor will preach a New Years
or realize their historical Importance.■ accompanied him.
week in Belmont, called by the ill
The Survey work in Maine was
MUs Madcllne Coffey „ #ubstltut. sermon. The church school meets ( ness of her aunt, Mrs. Ada Morton
at 11.15. classes for all. Every mem-I
completed June 30.1937. and has un-1 lng at Ingraham Hlll g^,
ber is asked to take a friend. Tlie 1 Mr and Mrs. R S. Knight leave
covered approximately 65.397 linear
„
, . .
.
.
.„
Friends of Mrs. Lauressa Durrell Nazarene Publishing House has soon for a winter* stay in Palm
feet of records and 1589 agencies
.
, ,
„
.
... received word this week tha she made improved changes in the story Beach. Fla
Aug. 2, 1937. a new phase of the ,
had arrived in Pasadena. Calif.. papers. These, as wall as the ikw j Mr and Mrs George Underhill
work was undertaken, the work of
compiling the information from tlie where she and her son Donald, are lesson quarterlies, will be given out | were recently in Bangor on a shop
ping trip.
survey reports summarizing the flnd- to spend the winter.
tomorrow
Law’son Small is confined to thc
! ing of the survey and preparing a
This quarter is a study of the life j Mrs. Doris Stewart. Maurice
house
by
illness.
of
Peter, and tomorrow’s lesson wiil Pottle sod Ernest Connors of U. of
descriptive inventory was begun. To
Randall Dyer is much Improved be found in St. John 1:40-42, and St. 1 M. art passing the holiday recess at.
date we liave prepared for publica
tion, 2165 pages of Inventory, which in health after treatments at the Luke 5:1-11. The evening service home.
are now being compiled for mimeo Lahey Clinic ln Boston He is now will be at 7. The pastor. Rev. J. W j Mr and Mrs. Frederick Qray were
graphing. and have issued the first receiving treatment from Dr. Lawry Ames, is preaching searching evan- guests Sunday at the McCobb home,
j^y AUen of Bclfast spent the
volumes of the Department of AgrlMr. and Mrs. Alfred Fredette. gclistic sermons Sunday night. Preculture, Department of Commerr-, Francis Dyer, Mary Foster, and Mi ceding this service there will be a I holldays at lhe hom€ 0{ Mr and
and the Department of the Treasury and Mrs. David Knowlton were en pecial season of prayer.
i Mrs. L. S. Russ
To each department ls allotted an tertained Monday night at the home
Miss Gertrude McKinney is at
excellent history, type of record, lo of Mr. and Mrs. Ellery Nelson in
home from Castine Normal School
cation. care and accessibility, and a Rockland. Cards were the feature
I for a two weeks' recess
detailed description of the record in of the evening and refreshments
Residents here enjoyed the oldthe possession of the official, the con were served.
s time whit* Christmas but all snow
tent page lists the cities and towns
! quickly disappeared with Tuesday 3
Mrs. Dot Whalen has employment
where the Federal records are lo In Rockland, caring for Mrs. Athrain.
cated in Maine. Copies have been leen Pease and infant daughter.
sent to all the major Colleges. Li Judith.
braries and Government agencies
Most of the fishermen have their
concerned in the State. Letters of
boats hauled up for the winter
appreciation have been received
Elmer Heard of New Bedford.
from the University of Maine. Maine
Historical Society. Bowdoin College, Mass., spent the holiday with his
Maine State Library. Colby College family.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Green are visit
and others, commending the work.
Another phase of the work is the ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs
compilation of Ships Documents Robert Greeley.
Mr. and Mrs Randall Dyer, son
found in the custom house, a total
of 3398 of these documents have been Francis. Mary Foster and Ella Hare
listed to date and volumes will be were holiday guests at the home of
Issued to the major colleges and Linwood Dyer.
libraries as soon as they are com
pleted. These volumes when issued GEORGES RIVER ROAD
will give a detailed Inventory of a'l
The pupils of the Georges River
the ships built in Maine, and make
available to the public, information School. John Monroe, teacher, pre
and material not hitherto available sented this Christmas program re
Copies of all the Survey reports cently: A Welcome. Arlene Ander
and
published volumes have been son; Light. Alice Moon. A Happy
Xi
Christmas
sent to the National Archives Build Day, Walter Stein;
Candle, Walter Black; A Mouse's
ing. in Washington.
Christmas Letter. Charles Hamlin;
Lewis Stone and Mickey Rooney in “Out West with the Hardys’*
Business is getting indigestion I'd Like To Be a Little Gift. Mau
and liver trouble from entertaining rice Torpakka; My Candle, Rich
ard Stein; On Christmas. Karl
Choosing the wild open space I as Andy Hardy finds his nemesis in the trade.
Niemi; A Real Santa. Ellen Hamlin;
as the locale for their varied ad- , a little Western girl, played by Vir^Delivered at Pontiac, M irhiAfter Christmas. Arthur Anderson;
ventures in romance and typical; ginia Weidler. eleven-year-old acgan. Pricnhwhjrct lo change
without notice. Transporta
American life, the Judge Hardy I tress. He leaves Polly (Ann RuthPrice reductions up to $92!
Vinal Haven & Rockland The Crowded Inn. Toivo Mahonen:
tion, state and local taxes
Christmas Gift. Raymond Stein. A
Family returns to the screen again erfordi behind in the city but re
(if any), optional equip
Steamboat Company
This means you can buy a big,
Christmas Carol, Dorothy Johnson
turning to her in the end.
in “Out West With the Hardys.’’
ment and accessories extra.
ROCKLAND
Thc Christmas Spirit. Ellen Stein;
Meanwhile. Judge Hardy (Lewis
This picture is the fifth in the
beautiful, full size, lull quality
play. The Great Guest Comes.
series on this average American Stone) finds his mettle tested ir.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Pontiac instead of the next
I Charles Hamlin. Raymond Stein.
family and carried on with the same keeping the family together and
Read Down
Read Up Toivo Mahonen. Arthur Ander. on.
stars in another action-filled epi- ' to solve the mystery of some lost
lower-priced ears for a differ
A. M.
M. Dorothy Johnson, Arlene Anderson.
sode of their colorful doings.
! water rights. Marian Hardy (Cecilia 5.30 Lv. Swan's Island, Ar.P. 6.00
ence of only a few cents a day.
The story is replete with hilarious Parker) again falls in love, this 6.30 Lv. Stonington.
Ar. 4.40 iKarl Niemi Gifts and a Christmas
Ar. 3.30 I tree added tc he holiday feeling.
comedy, human and heart-warming time with the ranch foreman, with 7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 2.45
C. W. HOPKINS, INC., 712 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND
pathos, and trials and tribulations. Gordon Jones in this role. She 8.15 Lv. Vlnal Haven,
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
how
a
job
should
be
done
and
then
The family goes West as guests on also eventually returns to her Car
BATH ROAD, WISCASSET
i
GLIDDEN RINES,
122-tf
having him give it to a competitor.
a huge ranch where Mickey Rooney vel bov friend. Don Castle.--adv.
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FLORIDA

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.

I 1
Booklet
on

Application

HOTEL

June to

GRALYNN

October

Hotel
Maselyn

H. H. Maae

Corner Second Street
and First Avenue

Manager

Moderate Rates

Stamford

Del. Co.
N. Y.

Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
ft-

i <

— undyou tt be MIGHTYPROllD
to own it I

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day
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Thursday Club is to meet at the
home of Mrs. Charles Smith next
i week.
! Oliver Hahn and son Roland
Hahn went Friday to Holbrook.
' Mass., called by the death of Mrs
Hahn's mother Mrs. Alma Hamilton.
Mrs. Hahn is still confined to Knox
Hospital after a surgical operation.

.

METHEBESEC CLUB

THOMASTON BOWLERS

FRIENDSHIP

Probate Notices

CAMDEN
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Miss
Alcada
Hall
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4996 99.9 ! David, are visiting her grandparents [ belle Spring: trumpet solo. Miss j were hosts Christmas Day to Mr. ary A D 1939 at 9 o'clock in the fore4-H Club, and repeated at the re
Robbins
quest of Mrs. Susie Newbert. presi- wili preside at the organ, assisted i Davis
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cient the Circle. A silver collection i by a special male choir. The gmalley
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4835 96.7 Hill.
her late father. Kenneth V. White. Mr. and Mrs. Morris Simmons and GUSTAF T LINDAHL, late of Cushv.as taken for the benefit of the club J Christmas music will be repeated;
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lian ONeill will serve on the re- service. Tlie evening service will Duiia
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songs. In a Luxemborg Garden, by parents Rev. and Mrs. William may be proved and allowed and that
BARBER -hop to let. fully equipped,
The fire department was called [
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to
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lreslunent committee. Exchang bt omitted. At Lite morning serviee Elliot
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Manning. New Year's Day by Dight. Lewis.
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Matches This Week
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CHEVROLEP motor for Bale with ra
turned home Friday after being Fail?" and the Christmas music Damlsccve Coa-st Guard station, and son and Mrs. Dyer The monthly ol Camden "B Team. Standouts, (Ibaidiaothe dates hereinafter named
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Court1 tor Kllox | holders of the Rockland
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She is survived by two sisters. Mr.I County. Rockland. Maine.
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Building
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be held at
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Attest:
Total
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*
12
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the office of the Corporation No 18
per and envelopes printed in Blue, Truman Sawyer of Thomaston, anci
CHARLES L. VEAZIF
School Street. Rockland. Maine, at 7 30
Club (24)
Black, Green or Brown ink.
Is a
Mrs. Charles Sylvester of Richmond
Register o’clock. Monday evening. January 9,
I57-S-6 1939. for the following purposes:
G.
F. Pts
and three brothers, John Ro s of
Only $1.35 postpaid
First
Holmes. If .
Good Investment
1
1
3|
Quincy. Mass.. William Ross of
To listen and act upon Reports of
- ------------------------------------ --the
Directors
and
Officers for the past
Anderson,
lf
..........
0
0
0
Biaintree. Mass, and James Ross
year.
W. F'h3m. rf ........ 0
1
1
Second
cf Whitman. Mass.
To choose a Beard of eleven Directors
P F'ham. rf
0
0
0
and an Auditor.
Third
Smith, c .......
5
4
14
To transact any other business that
| YARNS for rugs and hand knitting.
Staples, c .....
0
0
0
I Samples and knitting diiectlons free. may properly come before the meeting.
H O GURDY. Secretary
H_ A BARTLEI'i'. Harmony. Me 155 9
2
[ Malone, lg ...
1
0
Rockland. Maine, Dec. 19. 1938
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dable hauling of waste and ashes,
ARTHUR ADOI.PHSEN Tel 1399 157-2
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ANNUAL MEETING OF THE FIRST
z\ z-x
A <0*
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TO LET

RITEBEST

Printed Stationery

;

WANTED

:

AT THE PARK MONDAY-TUESDAY

In

: MISCELLANEOUS I

FOUR PERCENT PER ANNUM

i

Rockland Loan and Building Association has
just made
SEMI ANNUAL DIVIDEND
NUMBER ONE HUNDRED THREE

White Writing
48 folded sheets 4six7?4

3G envelopes 4x5
Your name and address printed
on sheets and envelopes or mono
gram on paper, address on en
velopes.
Blue, black, brown,
green ink.
$1.15 postpaid

It was at thc rate of FOUR PERCENT PER
ANNUM and it amounted to
$11,800.00
Commence new lo make MONTHLY PAYMENTS of anv

amount up to $4(1(10 and be in line lor DIVIDEND NUMBER ONE
HUNDRED FOUR next April.

Wc have SEVERAL THOUSAND DOLLARS to loan each month
un HOMES IN THIS VICINITY

Rockland Loan & Building Association

The Courier-Gazette

145Stf

. 8
8
24
30-9 Time four
10's. Bartlett referee. Scorer. Dick
ens; timer. Heal. Standout players i

ELECTRICAL
SERVICE
Doorbells, Convenience Outlets,
Lights and Small Appliances
Installed and serviced
Promptly

W. W. STRONG
48 GRACE ST.,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 19-W

LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock-

NATIONAL BANK OF ROCKLAND
Notice Is hereby given that the an
!
144-tf nual meeting of the stockholders of
The First National Bank of Rockland
SKATES sharpened while vou wait will be held at Its banking rooms on
CRIE HARDWARE CO., 408 Main St.. Tuesday. January 10. 1939. at 10 o'clock
Rockland
147-tf a. m . to consider and vote upon the
: WATCHMAKER—Repairing watches, following proposals:
1. To elect a board of directors for
I clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and
deliver. 8. ARTHUR MACOMBER 23 1 ll11' «,r|suing year and to consider mat
Amesbury St.. Rockland. Tel 9$8-j
I ters of a routine nature
2 To adopt a completely revised
—-----------------_ _ fotm Of articles of association for the
- : bunk ln which there will be no referF -•- ........... ■... .. ...
... — ... w
The revised
*♦*-♦••••••••••
Jl ! mces to preferred stock
---------a
form of articles of association, among
♦
other changes, will provide for not less
than five nor more than twenty-five
directors, two-thirds vote of the stock
of the association for amendments of
tjaov
u* $ «
.
. • .
i the articles of association and ten days’
inJViBY TThlRks PpJ’,ncnter *train heavy notice for special meetings of the
layers. U. fe. Pullorum. Clean order ! .shareholders
. I LINS Hn°iinwdrcd CLARENCE
£
3. To transact such other bualneaa
Tommy Kelly uses his railroad fare fcr admissions for llimself and Iimiaw.ii._________________ 152 6 incidental to the foregoing proposals
- ------------ --------.. ..
prOperly COme hefore such
CLEMENTS
Chicks
give
exceptionally
Spanky MaeFarland when caught gate-crashing a traveling circus causing profitable results. Unusual Reds and meeting.
Per order.
Clem-Cross
Pullets.
Our
"four
farm
Tommy to hitch-hike with the show io reach his summer camp—a high
co operative" Insures better quality for
JOSEPH EMERY.
light from "Peck'-. Bad Boy With the Cirrus," RKO Radio’s first comedy le - money. Catalog free.
Write
Cashier
CLEMENTS
BROTHERS
FARMS.
R
33
Rockland
Maine,
Dec. 10. 1938
capitalizing thc famous fiction character's adventures.—adv.
Winterport, Me.
14-1 52
148 S-3

i land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
solicited. H. C RHODES. TeL 519-J.

JEGGS AND CHICKS;

kvcry-Othcr-Day

Page Scvcil
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Mr.
and
Mrs.
Butman
and
two
j
*
THE
LYRIC
MUSE
?
Eldrean Orff
•••
children of Massachusetts were t
Eldrean Orff. 78. former State
holiday guests of Mr.s. Butmans!,.,
I For The Courier-Gazette!
Representative, poultry and dairy
parents Mr. and Mrs. Frank Calder- i *
Time brings to us another year,
farm proprietor and lifelong resi
wood.
| •••
With all its hopes and fears;
dent of this town, died suddenly at
Faith makes us bold to venture forth,
Those home for the holiday were *
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pease.
Come happiness or tears.
Gerald Hopkins. Samuel Beverage. J
his home Thursday. He was the son
} daughty Virginia and son Alan of
Roger Raymond. Milton Beverage, ■*
We cannot stem the tide of time,
of Payne T. and Eliza i Burton i Orff
Wiscasset, and Miss Zina Davis cf
Its ceaseless ebb and flow;
Phyllis Duncan. Bobbie Waterman. * Publication Limited to Brief
and was a member of Achorn Grange
Poems
i Wiscasset and Brandon. Vt., were
The days, the weeks, the months, the years,
Clara Waterman, Eleanor Brown 1
of Original Composition
holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs
That swiftly come and go.
of this town. He had served two
By K. S. F.
Donald Witherspoon and Mercedes: J
By Subscribers
Simon D. Crosby at the Highlands.
terms in the Legislature.
Receding tides are memories,
Calderwood.
J ’• ••• »•«
•*« »J. •*« •J» ••• •*« »*« »*• »*« »•«
Of scenes and loved-ones gone;
Mr. Orff leaves two daughters. Mr.s.
Marjorie Brown returned Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hudson and
The sorrow of so many hearts,
A
NEW
YEAR PRAYER
Sympathetic understanding is one after spending two weeks with her
Walter Young and Mrs., Raybert
' daughter Judith of Augusta, who
Bereaved and left alone.
|For Tlie Courier-Gazette |
cf the basic essentials of a true sister Eleanor and one week with
Stevens of Cushing, and five sons,
Help us. dear Lord, this coming year
I have been guests of Mrs. Ella Bird,
friendship. This is the invisible tie relatives in Rockland.
Thou God of all the years we own.
To grow in goodness, day by day.
Willis and Albert cf Cushing. Loring of Rotary .
have gone to Providence for a visit
Help us. dear Lord Thy voice to hear.
Thy mercy and thy care;
And keep us in the narrow way.
Blanche Crockett is passing the
That we may live to honor Thee, •
with Mr. Hudson's father.
of Thomaston. Audrey of Rockland
Be this our New Year prayer.
winter with her parents, Mr. and Help us to think of others’ needs.
Bings: "I wish I lived in Greenand Ralph of Saugus. Mass.
Help us the sorrowing one- to cheer.
Mrs. Hanson Crockett.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Benson have
Knox Hospital Auxiliary will meet
Help us to bind the heart that bleeds.
Let tides of faith come in we pray,
land."
Funeral
services
will
be
conducted
strive o bring Thy Presence
returned from Worcester .Mass fQr work nw Tuesday
And help as Lord to build,
Mrs. Dorothy Emerson of Augus And near.
Jings: Why?"
where they were guests of relatives
_____
The world anew in character,
ut the heme Sunday at 1.30, Rev. W.
Bings: With six months of night ta were holiday visitors at tlie home Keep us. dear Father, clo^e lo Thee.
The Kingdom Thou hast willed.
, E. Lewis of Friendship officiating.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nivison Jr
and
no thought of tomorrow's bills of the parents Mr. and Mrs. Han Hold fust within Thine own. our
Diligent Dames will meet Thurs i and son Robert 3d who have been
- From the Portland Press Herald.
bund.
Give us the men whose deeds shall ire,
son Crockett.
for six months Oh, boy. let's go!"
He'D ik to be what we must be
day with Mrs. Donald Puller at her , visiting Mr Nivison's parents in
Of good-will, truth and love;
If e’er we reach the promised land.
Mrs. Carroll Burns of Wolln- Ion
That Holy Cities may descend
tome on Broadway. Mtss Charlotte I Waterville and Mrs. Nivison's par
A little Rockland boy was asked i;’ vkitln« relatives in town
Teach us to send our thoughts above
On a- Irom Skies t rove.
uffum will assist the hostess.
and morn, on tiie wing of
ents. Mr. and Mr.s. L. E. Blacking
Doland Chandler of Boston was Night
to explain the difference between
prayer.
For Kitchen Artists
Henry Felton Huse.
ton. have returned to Nashua, N. H.
in
town
recently
in
connection
with
I.lgh
all
our pathway with Thy love,
’ sufficient” and “enough."
Guide and protect us everywhere.
Mrs. Myron Mank entertained
North Haven.
the building of the library,
“
Well,
”
said
the
lad
"if
Mome
CCS. Club Thursday night at an
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Coffin is Help
uii wrongs 11 neeiy forgive,
Mr.s Leola Wiggin was hostess to
----- By Frances Lee Barton—
helps me to cake I gel sufficient. If ...
„
Help us to never hurt a friend,
.nnual Christmas party. A deco- Chapin Class Tuesday night, the
visiting Mr.s. Coffin's parents Rev. j reach u our Father, imw to live
S many artistic honors are won I help myself I get enough."
That we may see Thee, at the end.
ated tree, bearing gifts for each members enjoying a pleasant social
and Mrs. H F. Huse.
in the kitchen as in a painter's
« » • •
Nathan Berliawsky was a holiday
Richard Ellingwood entertained
Nellie M Ervlne
inember, was an event of interest time A class supper will be served
1
studio.
Every
day
American
house

Herman Crockett and Alton Lewis Tenants Harbor .
dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs. Earl 50 friends at an informal dancing
New
postage
stamps
of
the
50wives
are
mixing
ind refreshments were served. The at the Universalist vestry next
motored Tuesday to Augusta and j
r» rr
Barter at Tenants' Harbor.
flavors just aa cent denomination with portrait of
party last night at Community '
text meeting will take place Wed Tuesday, with Mrs. Faith Berry in
skillfully as a William H. Taft have arrived in the returned home the following day.
WHAT I THINK OF SANTA
Mr. and Mrs~C^l Benson have! BuildinS' ^ors. hats and noise- (
nesday. th.? hostess to be Mrs. charge of arrangements.
competent paint
James Lewis of Marion. Mass . is
IFor The Courier-Gazette |
market.
With
patience.
Knox
Coun

er
mixes
his
Poscoe McKinney.
returned from a visit in Mr. Benson’s j makers provided a lively time, the
.spending a few days with hts mother 1 Santa came again this year!
ty
may
yet
get
the
Gen.
Henry
palette
of
colors.
The annual Rubinstein coffee former home. Worcester. Mass.
Mrs Marv Lewis
i1>on you think lie’s -oh. so dear?
surprise of the evening being creditOne of the most Knox stamp .
’ . *
.
,
Brought me everything so nice—
Miss Priscilla Robinson is spend takes place at 11 a. m. next Friday
Lloyd
Crockett
leaves
Monday
| Let me choc -e my own weet price
subtle
flavor
• • • •
! cd to hls mother, Mr.s. Ellingwood
ing a week with her parents. Mr. at the Universalist vestry for mem
combinations
at
Charles Lawrence, Mrs. George H. . .
, ,
...
,
.. ..
Christmas nav is past.
Hospitals for horses! Soon there for Augusta. Mr. Crockett Ls the now
6
i when she brought in a large birththe disposal of
and Mrs. William Robinson at Isle bers only. Tire chairman is Mrs Shute and Harold Shute motored
re-elected representative to Legis-! £’hen at 1)1(1 11 Riant** Least.
to
the
artist-house

j H“ wonders If St. Nick was good—
au Haut.
Waltham. Mass.. Saturday, to at-! da>' cake Thc «uests immediately wife is chocolate and coffee. Your will be no horses to need such care, lature.
Ruth Collemer.
For he left those hill-. I never thoughit
but there Ls a free hospital for horses
he would!
tend the funeral of Mr. Lawrences began singing "happy birthday" and ! plainest cake recipe will do you
A
special
New
Years
service
will
Questions to be asked at the next
if you adorn it with this un in Boston and 98 sick horses were be held in lhe Baptist Church Sun Dad looked cross, for Bantu hud escaped.
VOIR SOCIAL ITEMS
brother. Dr. Walter Lawrence.
offering congratulations. Refresh- honor
usual frosting:
treated there last year.
All nicely hooded and rcd-cuped;
meeting of the Woman's Educational
day. The subject of the pastor's When never a penny had he spent.
-------t inents were serve J.
• • • •
Chocolate Mocha Frosting
Winter or summer The Cou ' Club are: Why was Jan. 1. 1863. onc I
at once on ^real. speed
Ml-s Lena Farrington eatne from
______
sermon will lie "The New Creation ' But vunlshed
bent.
5 tablespoons butter; 2 >4 cups
Heard in a Miami shop jast be
rier-Gazette is always glad to ! of the most important dates if !
New York to spend tlie holiday with
sifted confectioners’ sugar; ’a tea fore Christmas: I want to buv Worship at 11 o'clock; Sunday I rhouldn t thought he’d done liko
have items which concern arUnited States history? What sur- her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
WEST ROCKPORT
spoon vanilla; % teaspoon salt;
School at 10; young peoples hour at
that
I rivals and departures of people, | render closed the Civil War? How !
Sneakin' round as sly as a cat;
'a square unsweetened chocolate, something for a gift that looks as if 7.
Farrington.
Fcr next year when he wants to conic.
Mr. and Mr.s. Robert Nutt an- melted; 3 tablespoons strong coffee. I might have spent months mak
the social gatherings, engage- | long did the Civil War last?
• • * ♦
Someone will surely think he’s a bum!
Cream butter; add part of sugar ing it:'
i ment announcements, weddings,
...
nounce the engagement of their
ChrLstmas Festivities
Miss Adelaide Cross of New York i
gradually,
blending
after
each
addi

My Daddy never makes complaint,
• • • •
Mrs. Isabel Twaddel returned yesetc. Please telephone our society
Christmas exercises under the I hope many a Dad's as good a Saint.
is spending the holidays with her , daughter Bernice to Keith Crockett, tion. Add vanilla, salt, and choco
reporter, Mrs. Warren C. Noyes, I terday from an extended visit in
Cliristmas carols on wheels were auspices of the Sunday Sc hool were Foi mv heart i made happy every year.
I son of Mr. and Mrs. Roland Crock late and mix well. Add remaining
But then. I think my Dad is always
sugar, alternately with coffee, until the order of the day all through thc held last Saturday in the CJiurch
Portland and Boston. She was ac- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Justin Cross
873-R, or send directly to this
a dear.
ett of Rockport. Both Mr. Crockett of right consistency to spread.
E I. C.
j companied home by her son-in-law,
offlce.
j rush season and crowds stopped to at 7 o’clock before the appearance •
and Miss Nutt are graduates cf Beat after each addition until
It n kiund
Itooevik
Club
meeLs
Tuesday
with
' listen. This was for the "Two Miles
I Freeman S. Young.
smooth.
Makes
enough
frosting
to
of Santa Claus and distribution of
Rockport High and Gorham Normal
*rr r
Mr.s. Sumner Perry.
cover tops of two 9-inch layers, or of Dimes for the Miami Milk Fund." gifts. The part of Santa Claus was
, Miss Anna Dolham. who has been
Schools. Mr. Crockett is teaching top and sides of 8x8x2-inch cake,
“
JUST
BEFORE'*
E.
E.
Rankin,
who
has
been
a
pa

, On many streets were stationed admirably taken by Austin Joy.
fisiting relatives here, has returnei
(For The Courier-Gazette|
Mr. and Mrs. Edward N. Sylvester in Milo and Miss Nutt at Simonton. or about 2 dozen cup cakes.
tient at Knox Hospital the past two
boards
with
slits
for
whatever
coins
to her home in Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Never has the church had more Tin Christmas holiday is done
months, is now at the home of his entertained the Jolly Eight Club at
one wished to slip into the grooves, elaborate or beautiful decorations. With all lt. happiness and fun.
their
home
on
Main
street
Wednes

I inurf say. when put. to test.
son. Knott C. Rankin, somewhat im
and these were watched over by Tliey were arranged under tlie di But
A music memory contest was beI'm all done in and need the rest.
day night. High scores went to M-.
proved
in
health.
And
though I’ve tried to smile, not
pretty
lassies.
The
motor
with
the
;un at the Thursday meeting of ■
rection of Mrs Irven Simpson as
frown.
and Mrs. Charles Lake and low to
carols went from street to street and sisted by the Unity Guild. They This hustle, bustle gets me down.
unior Harmony Club. Mrs Noyes [
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Higgins en Mrs. Ralph Brackett and Clifford
Tin hectic moments that I knew
the cheerful and appealing "Noels." consisted of an abundance of ever ■'
for the first number. Schar- !
tertained at a family dinner party Achorn. Luncheon was served.
* • * •
Have done their worst, as sure as fate,
enka's Polish Dance.
Choral Christmas Day at their home on
green twined around the pillars, Wh< n on these ubjects I debate;
Well,
well!
A
controversy
is
de

ractice was conducted by Mrs. Trinity street. Those in the praty
and hanging from the electroleers. |
J. C. Melvin Is serioasly ill at his
veloping among the Democratic trees and green hung with icicles, O.' get a gift for Sue or Nan '
irace Strout
It was voted to were Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Choa’e home in Simonton.
politicians over the burly John L. smaller trees in rows in front of the 1 m sure I’ve made a grave mistake
Did a food sale Jan. 14. further and daughter Dorothy, and friend
And sent «onie rouge to Uncle Jake
Lewis projected effort to obtain an choir seats and the chancel. Candles That I had meant for Mary Lou
articulars to b? announced.
Mrs. Lila Homer of Stockton
Miss Carrie Leavasso. Mrs. Amanda
blnce
lien I’ve wondered what she’d
active voice for C.I.O. forces in the and an illuminated star added to
du
Choate. Mr. and Mrs. Ray Easton Springs has been the guest of Mrs.
W.th
that
fine pipe, tliat came from
party's
1940
convention.
So
say
'Circle supper at Edwin Libby Re
the scene.
me.
and daughter Vera of Rockport. Mrs. Lena Merrill this week.
the political sharp-eyed. What a
My
Uncle
Jake
would never see.
ef Corps, Thursday night, was
Sunday night was given the pag
Bertha Higgins and son Charles and
i >•’
A shower Wednesday night at the
comfort it wouid be to this countrv eant “Holy Night.’’ It was in four There’s wrappings draped on stand and
rgely attended, an excellent patriMiss Mildred Moody. In the eve Jewish Synagogue had as the recipi
chair.
if J. L. L. could be persuaded that scenes—Tlie
tic program being given at the
Annunciation. The With seals und ribbons everywhere
ning they were joined by Mr:,. ent of its favors Miss Dorothy Gor
he was more needed in the European Shepherds, the Wise Men and thc Just left, because it seemed to be
lose of the business meeting. The
Herbert Mullin and daughters Ma don. Tlie bridge prizes were won
There was no place that I could see
struggles than in America.
vstallation of officers occurs next
Nativity. Those having parts were Available for any more.
rion and Vivian. Gerald Black and by Mrs. Sam Shapiro. Miss Ida Sha
•
*
•
*
Unless It hung upon a door.
(hursday, with Mrs. Elizabeth BarIda Wooster. Richard Bloom. Gracie And yi, I would not change a whit
, Den Goss. Mr. Higgins, who passed piro, Miss Ada Green. Miss Ann Po
"Though this constricted space Beverage. Lewis Haskell “Junior” F:om "Just before’’ to "candles lit”.
>n, State vice president as installj his 83d birthday Aug. 21. enjoyed
for you and me is but a span, yet the Beverage. Sherman Cooper/ Rich For worth lt all. Is Christmas Day
officer. Each member may in ! having his relatives with him for the vich. Mrs. Ida Dondis. Miss Anna
Gordon and Mrs. H. Benovitch.
wide reach of eternity is ours to ard Waterman Keith Beverage. Witl. cards from near and far away.
to one guest.
And gifts selected with such care
: holiday.
I plan."
Herman Crockett Lawrence Bever From friends we love, that always share
* • • •
With us their happiness and cheer
Mrs. Lelia Benner and family spent
Elmer Bird has as guest Robert
ladies' afterncon bowling
age. Austin Joy. Hope Ames. The I On Chrlr mas day irom year to year.
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
The
old
narrow
roads
where
two
pholr
in
tt-hitp
<siirnlir»«
u.ac
nnripr
'
A,Kl ll'3l|Kh before ' we stnnct or fall,
4ams of Boston, his roommate a: ieagUe has three teams entered, capJohn Savage at Mt. Vernon, being
cars could scarcely pass without cnoir in wmie surplices was unacr j think it’s grand and lo\e it all.
oble-Greenoug Schoio.
tained by Virginia Willis, Athleen
the leadership of Mr.s. Austin Joy.
Rose b Hupper
present at a family dinner.
colliding are happily being replaced The pageant was one of thc best
Tc:l*nts Harbor
: McRae, and Alice Soule. Three adby
excellent
wide
roads
on
which
At a tea on Monday Mr. and i ditional teams are needed to com
the church has given.
It was ,
Wawenock Club was entertained j
six or even eight cars can collide
rs. Hervey E. Giles of 63 Tanager plete the schedule. Miss Willis has
splendidly done and very impres- decn
case "1P lJasl- ^ew y(’ar-s
Wednesday afternoon by Mrs.
'feet, Arlington Heights. Mass., established this year's record of a
Stricken with a serious type of was old and rusty, the ice-box un at tlie same time—even easier.
five
from
the
beginning
to
the
end.
I
SlIC
*'
*•*>
the magic of the .snow, its
Frances Norton. Two excellent pa
• • * *
inounced tlie engagement of their string of 115.
Infantile paralysis five years ago clean and unhealthy. These he dis
tian form lhe world below.
pers were given, cne by Mrs. Lelia
In that once more-treasured book, Mrs. Orrie Woodworth was organbut not defeated, George G. Skinner, carded for new automatic gas equip
lUghter, Miss Helen Muriel Giles
1st.
Five
children
appeared
in
Ihe
Never
wa.s this truer Ilian Sunday
Benner on “Amsterdam in Holland"
23, recovered health and strength ment, nnd ended hy remodeling the | the family Bible, was recently closing scene.
With I lie illuminated
John Balano Davidson, son of
Mr.s. Bessie Maddocks returns
I
merning.
and the second by Mrs. Hattie Kca"- by perseverance at progressively entire kitchen, drawing his own
found by an heir to the hallowed
S’, and Mr.s. Herbert Davidson of Monday from Sutton. N. H. where
community tree, it was all a lovely
Tlie
director
of
the
pageant,
w.v
plans
and
wielding
hammer
and
ing who had for her subject “Brus difficult exercises. In the final stage
tome, a fortune of nearly $2,000.
:8 School street. Somerville, Mass., she spent the Cliristmas holidays
Miss Myrtle sight.
sels. Belgium.' Current events were of convalescence he did the con saw, with the assistance of bla
How fortunate for her that she still Herman Crockett.
fid Tenants Harbor. Both gradu- with her son Arthur Bulmer.
father.
Greenlaw had charge cf the Christ- , I Afler tills nr;.i l ■ w..s set in type,
discussed, the roll call being an struction work on a modern all-gas
had
in
her
heart
desire
for
Ihe
Apparently well today, George
from Boston University in 1932
Eve exercises assisted by Vir- ar.cthcr excellent necount covering
swered by Christmas quotations. The kitchen (illustrated above) In hls will hold hls annual open house this
great Messages and Comforts in mas
ginia Beverage. Carol singers were [ the same .subject matter was re
The date of the Junior Women's
hd have since continued with
hostess served refreshments. The home, 919 South Mathews Street, Christmas to 160,000 anticipated
reading her Bible, and it proves
raduate study for Masters’ Degrees Club meeting has been changed
guests. Festivities will be broadcast
meeting next week will be Thursday Los Angeles, California.
there is money in good literature mit early Sunday morning as has ceived.)
the fields of Education and So- from Monday to Tuesday night of
Because health was his goal, the over two of the major national net sometimes.
with an annual dinner and social at
al Work. Mr. Davidson is a mem- next week.
wJ
youth noted that the kitchen range works.
the heme of Mrs. Leila Benner.
fr of Delta Sigma Phi and Phi
Ho, ho! Holiday cookies are good
Miss Vivian Strout of Broadway is
[elta Kappa and is now teaching
all
the year, and especially all winthe West Boylston High School, spending her vacation in North
! ter. Remember this, however, when
Haven,
guest
of
relatives.
liss Giles Ls on the staff of the
you use honey in them—and It's
test End Community Hoase. An (
j marvelous what fine flavor it gives—
Recent guests at the home of Mr
pril wedding is planned. Mr. Dalet them ripen a few days before
and Mrs. Richard W. Buttner were
Jdson became widely known
u ing them, and always store them
Dr. W. L. Merrill of Plymouth. Mass.,
iroughout Knox Counay as first
in air tight containers.
and Mr. and Mr.s. John B. Stuart
iseman of the championship St.
» • « •
and family of Brewer.
! »rge team in the Knox Twilight
I see by the Boston papers that
■ague, and wa.s one of the most
the charming sub debutante daugh
A jolly group cf young people en
ipular players in that organiza- joyed the ChrLstmas social and joke
ter' of the Tudor Gardiners has been
)n.
given her first house dance. How
May each day nf the New Year bring a full
tree of the First Baptist C. E. Society
they do grow up! She Ls Margaret
Wednesday night. Games occupied
measure of health, joy and contentment.
Gardiner and if she holds in her
"Peculiar People’’—another arti- the first of the evening in the main
hand and heart half the charm of!
illustrated in color—about tlie vestry. The illumination of blue
k
her distinguished mother she has a
ctesque dwarf who immortalized bulbs from the large Christmas tree
FURRIERS
happy future holding out for her.
Goulue anil other frail orna- made an added attraction. During
* • • •
SCHOOL STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
ents of the Latin Quatier Quar- this period the New Years resolu
Here Ls a comfort indeed. It has
jr. A two-page feature ia the tions proved most popular. Follow
been found that high frequency
perican Weekly Magazine with ing the games the group moved to
electric currents will absolutely kill
e January 1st Boston Sunday Ad- the church parlor where tables tastetyphoid germs.
•tiser.
157-lt j fully decorated in red and green
NCW PLAYING
• * * •
“THANKS FOR EVERYTHING"
with Lighted candles as a centerpiece
In Great Britain during the
Iruises arranged, steamship tick- welcomed the refreshments of fruit
with
World War, private citizens were
JACK HALEY. ARLENE V.i.l 1 AN
to all parts of the world. M. F. pudding and fancy cookies. In the
not allowed to keep homing pigeons
ADOLFIIE MENJOU
vejoy,, 140 Talbot avenue, Tel. center of this room was a Christmas
lor
fear
they
might
be
used
by
spies
-J, Rockland.
16-S-tf tree lighted and ladened with gifts.
1 in sending messages.
SUNDAY-MONDAY -TUESDAY
Following refreshments the echoes
• » • •
of Santa's arrival was sung by Ken
And in the old days a bad man
Hooper and Maynard Ames. Ansel
MONDAY-TUESDAY
would go around with notches in
with
j Young, successful chairman of the
liis gun instead of on hls fenders.
' evening's activities proved a winner
• « • •
LEWIS STONE
MICKEY ROONEY
I as Santa Claus. Those present were:
How many really know what th”
CECELIA PARKER
Virginia Egan. Elcan-or Harper. Lil
World's Fair in New York is to celeN'<» laugh'., excitement with Andy Hardy and
lian Bates, Ellen Maddocks, Rutli
brate?
the. grandest uf All-American lamilie-,! Out
» • « »
Gregory, Blanch Sylvester. Margaret
West . . . it's .heir best;
Motorists,
you
should
insist
that
Rogers,
Carleen
White.
Barbara
’1
The duster-clad gentleman at the right of
With an efficiency undiminished by the quarter
"no unin >irmii■
there be good roads in every part of
Perry. Irena Allen. Gracie Blethen.
the driver is Forest H. Akers, Dodge vicecentury that passed since it went into serv
TODAY
the country. Did you realize that
Tillie Haskell. Virginia Haskell. John
president
and
director
of
sales.
In
the
left
ice,
the
Dodge
touring
car
seen
above
recently
GENE AUTRY
Blethen, Ken Hooper, Millard Hart.
you pay one out of every seven tax
rear seat is Cliff Bishop of Brooklyn who be
brought a tonneau load of Detroit automobile
tRHYTHM OE THE SADDLE"
| Dick Snow. Dick Brown, Luther
dollars in the United States?
came a Dodge dealer twenty-five years ago.
executives to the New York automobile show.
Phone 892
• • ♦ »
In the center is E. J. Poag, assistant general
i Bickmore, Earl Bickmorc, John
The car, built on the day the Dodge com
Shows
—
Mat.
2.
F.vg..
6.30, 9.3(1
Heard
on
Christmas
Eve:
"Where
sales manager of Dodge, and flanking Poag is
TEL. j Perry. Maurice McKusic, Willis Hurd
pany began the manufacture of automobiles
Continuous Sat. 2.00 to 10.30
are
tlie
scissors?
I
simply
can't
get
Henry
M.
Rowell,
manager
of
the
New
York
twenty-five
years
ago,
made
the
run
by
way
'
Luke
DonCarlton
Gregory,
Robert
409
this cellophane off this Yule log."
region of the Dodge organization.
of celebrating its maker’s Silver Anniversary.
1 Gregory. Rev. J. C. MacDonald.
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Convalescent Boy Builds Kitchen

ANCIENT AUTO SHOWS ITS METTLE

LUCfEN K. GREEN

SON

“Out West With The Hardys”
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' j tually an old English tune, not has for its aim the creation of true

I

American at all? During tlie days Soviet Jazz.
• • • •
of Cromwell, we are told that the
; students of Oxford University sang In the list of singers of the young
ler generation appears Sophie WolIi as follows:
konsky, the granddaughter of Sergei ;
“Nnnkee Doodle came to town
Upon a Kentish pony:
Rachmaninoff. Sophie who is 13
He stuck a feather ln hls hat
by JOHN BARCLAY, Heating Expert
sang the role of Gretel In a perfor-'
And called It macaroni"
When the British troops were leav-, mance of “Haensel und Gretel" at
ir.g Boston, they sang this song ln I the Brearley School In New York
derision of the American Yankees, last week The proud grandfather
ly G ladyi Si. Clair HtistaS
Reasons for Unnecessary Heat Loss
and changed the word “Nankee'' to' who was away on tour sent both a '
N homes where little attention
being squandered needlessly.
“Yankee’’. The Americans liked ! telegram of congratulation and aI
is paid to the heating plant,
There are four principal means
Further material for Mrs. Maude I her reputation but also to the de- the song, took it up and have made huge bouquet of roses.
the method of firing, and the type
of heat loss—
• • • •
of fuel used, heating efficiency is
Blodgett.
Following the recent velopment of musical knowledge it famous.
1. Chimney loss
• • • •
| The December 10th Issue of Musi- naturally very low. Many times
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
showing ln this column of epitapns and taste on the,part of American
2. Dirty boiler loss
heating plants are functioning
Not
only
songs
by
Jewish
comcal
America
carries
a
stunning
piccoastwise shipping by day and by night. The day’s news from
from an English churchyard used audiences.
3. Ashpit loss
at about 55 per cent of their com
4. Radiation loss
many lo’.ely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
as song settings, our good friend
Mr Downes also says that to posers, but texts by Jewish poets I ture of Bldu Sayao, lovely Brazilian plete efficiency.
I shall discuss these losses
Think what this means—45
H.-am P. Farrow of Belfast sends | {bose vvho knew Sophie Braslau the may no longer be sung in Vienna, soprano, whom I heard at the Wor..
.
.
.
................
.
IWEIHEII
separately in subsequent articles.
me some epitaphs which he has na[Ure 0(
woman was as re- accordlng to a recent announce-1 cester Festival in October of this per cent of the fuel supply is
It will not be necessary for
being needlessly wasted. That
■ Bousfleld. who left Christmas pack- gleaned here and there. For ex-, markable M the accomplishings ment ln the English press. As the; year.
you to stay alongside ytur fur
means that if ten tons of coal
•
a
a
a
English informant states: “Thi.
SMOOTH SAILIN’
ages for tbe Light Station and Coast ample:
nace and continually watch it in
are used during a heating sea
FOR TIIE NEW YEAR
o’ the artist. Her friends were ln,,
a
„u presumably involves Mozarts ‘Fi
order to make it more efficient.
son, four and one-half tons of
Guard
I “Stranger, pause as you paas toy.
By James W. Foley
TO ALL
l.umerable and they Included all 1
<inrl
If you follow the suggestions
Mr and Mrs Calvin Beal and son £
£.
this
supply are
deliberately
garo’, 'Tvvn
'Don (llfMioliui
Giovanni' and
Cosi fan New thoughU- u old OIlea
classes and kinds of people. He.
that I will offer, you will get a
thrown
away.
lUttt
’
;
Der
Doppelgaenger
and
the
..
«ar.
Calvin of Newcastle. N H. were re- Andprepare^ follow
hom<
for
wannlh and
„ , . . New dreams, where old onee withered
great deal more efficiency from
Let us make this comparison
other Heine songs from Schubert s
lie,
cent overnight guests bf Mr. and
your heating plant, and you auto
in dollars. If your supply of coal
hospitality, and her personal In •dehwanenvesflna Schumann's 'Liein red chalk:
lor* where old ones vanished are.
matically minimize costly' heat
Mrs. G L. Alley.
terests were much broader than bcnwanenge.ang . ecnuinanns ut }jew hopes,should old ones droop and for ’ the heating season cost
"To follow you I'm not intent.
loss.
(10)
derkreis' and 'Dichterliebe and .
<ue.
$100.00, $45.00 of this sum is
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Alley enter Until I know which way you went." those of the musical circle
....
. _ ,
, New heartsthat,
throb with warmth
I celebrated songs by Brahms and
o'noon.
tained at a family party Christmas On two stones ln a Searsmont ceme
I am happy to look back and re,, ••
Nf-w songs that bring ft sweeter tune,
Eve. An enjoyable evening was tery. Mr. Farrow continues, appears member that
A European country .about the legislative affairs. This little emI was privileged to
....
80 m’>' we know ‘bem-you and I
the
following:
spent and many gifts received .
size
of Staten Island, has been gov- | Pire with 11.500 subjects, 15 memhear
Sophie
Braslau
—
In
concert
From
Soviet
Russia
comes
an
item
New
lesaonFfrOTi
the
d»j*
<
gone
b
by.
my friends, dry up your
Mr and Mrs. A. J. Beal enter “Oc home,
tears
emed for years by telephone. This l5ers
parliament, three policetr. Portland. 6o well can I remem-' ,,-aving that a State Jazz Orchestra NfW faith, new love, new chanty.
t
. .
jI
..... New splendor ln the blue of sky.
tained at dinner Christmas Day. I must lie here til Chrlat appears '
' paradox was revealed upon the re- | men" and no standing army to sup
ber the charm of her manner and Pf 50 pieceshas been formed, with New deeds, and be:ter than tha old,
Their guests were Mr. and Mrs. G
The music division of the New the velvety quality of her voice. I victor Knushevitsky, young com- i New tales bhycafra uSm-yo^'andr
cent death of Prince Franz I, 85- port, lies on the river Rhine be
L. Alley. Vernetta Foss and Weston
York Public Library has recently have aUo 8011,6 ot her Ponograph poser, as conductor. Twelve vocal- New days, when dlllRent we build
year-old ruler of Liechtenstein, the tween Austrian Tyrol and the Swls ,
Gamage Jr.
.
records,
one
of
which
is
the
simple
i
f
ts
are
an
adjunct
of
the
ensemble.
New
castles ot enduring good.
worlds tiniest absolute monarchy. Alps.
May the ship of joy and health
Everett Marston is on ten day s acquired the scrapbooks, clippings,
Swwte6t 8wn
lngtrumcnU of vartous
deeds. by strength and purpose
Usually at any one of his 36 Aus
arrive ln your port at the start
■ end memorabilia of the late Sophie
leave at his home in Rockland
ac well
6* truRt
bopefulnese,
newand
brotherhood.
of 19391
Told."
I ratlnnalltlea
nationalities on>
are included
lnciuaeo, as
weu I*
Nfw
lhlt bldes
never end, trian castle estates, several of which
Many businesses go dead berav •
John Foss has been transferred Braslau. opera and concert singer |
Did you know that tanked Doodle os the more familiar sax. trumpet, New blessings showered on old friends, exceeded his domain in area, the they neglect the customers ahead
J
New laitn ln heaven, new gratitude
whose
career
was
an
ornament
to
from
this
Coast
Guard
Station
to
Onward, with ceaseless motion.
which ls considered almost as the etc. The director, M. Blanter. says
• • • •
courtly gray-bearded ruler used the on the books, reserving their energ.
The life stream flows :o the ocean.
the Coast Guard at Damiscove her profesion and the musical art
Happy New Yearl
I telephone extensively to handle and courtesy for prospects.
national anthem of America, Is ac- that “The State Jazz Orchestra
Ard we follow the tide awake or asleep
of
this
nation
in
general.
Also
a
Till we see the dawn on love's great Island.
deep.
portrait by Edmund Fizzella is ln
Then the bar at the harbor mouth is , Elsie Marston of Rockland was
the collection, which has been
crossed.
recent guest of Mrs. Earl Lyons.
And the river of dreams ln the sea ls I
We missed air Santa Claus Capt placed on exhibition in the hall outlost
|
Henry Van Dyke I “Bill Wincapaw this Christmas, side the music division,
and hope he will be back with us
We learn from the announcement
Ideas About thc Tide
next year.
j that Sophie Braslau was bom in J
What did our ancestors think of
We wish all the Lighthouse keep- New York in 1892, trained by Alex-,
the tide? They had many explana ers and Coast Guard men a very ander Lambert, for a pianist’s;
career, such talent having shown
tions of it. but perhaps the most in Happy New Year
itself at the tender age of flve. Dur
• • • •
teresting are those which various
ing the piano training period it was
people thought correct until a few
Holiday Remembrance
discovered that Miss Braslau had
years ago before Newton expanded
From “Boze" of Somerville, Mass
a contralto voice of exceptional
the theory of gravitation, which
who frequently expresses an Inter
was soon to lead men to the true est tn this seaman's column came a range and quality Among her voice
teachers were Buzzi-Peccia. Mar
solution
Christmas card with nautical de
cella Sembrlch. and Gabriele SlSeveral of these different ideas
sign to the "Guardians” editor.
bella. She was a member of the
are to be found in an essay written
Greetings were also received from
by Thomas Phlllpot in 1673. printed Mr and Mrs. R. L. Fletcher of Ma Metropolitan Opera Co. for six years
then devoted the remaining period
at the sign of the “Three Bibles."
tinicus Rock. Many thanks for the
of her life, tin she died in 1935. to
London Bridge.
kindly thoughts.
the interpretation of songs and to
Certain people held the tide to be
• » * •
concert appearances at musical fes
a purely supernatural occurrence,
Portland Head
tivals and with leading orchestras
and declared stoutly that it was reThere was quite a sea banging and conductors of the day. She
gulated by the “Guidance and
Managery of an Angel "; while against the rocks around here sang in six languages Olin Downes
others were inclined to agree with TlJesc,aV
claims that her seriousness as an
Kepler, who thought that the earth
The Hilt famlIy and guests Mrs- artist and the soundness of her
was a huge animal, and that the Sidney Robinson and Mrs E. Rob- schooling contributed not only to
regular movements of its lungs ,nson ca'lcd Monday on Mrs Clyde
caused the waters of the ocean to Grant at the Cape,
tunes. We spent an evening of
ebb and flow alternately. Philipot: Mr and Mrs Pred Sterling were bridge with the Sheldons at tlie
however, does not believe either guests Monday at the home of R. home of their daughter Mrs Olland as regards the second asks T" Sterling.
fred Geroux
somewhat naturally. “Upon what I Mr and Mrs E H R°binson °f
The Misper Circle was entertained
©cast are these prodigious lungs Brooklyn. N Y„ were holiday guests DeP g at our home. I was the masslluated?"
,
the F. O. Hilt family
ter of ceremonies but had strict or• * • •
R T Sterling and family visited ders to make no more of those shock
Sunday at the home of Mr. and proof pies. Dec. 3. Mrs. Clarence
Monhegan
A white Christmas on the Island Mrs. Charles Sterling of Peak's Ramsdell, Mrs Maurice Dinsmore.
Mrs Wells and I Journeyed to
was enjoyed by all. The snow came I®land
F
O.
Hilt.
Mrs
Robinson
and
Mrs
Calais and St. Stephen. While ln
just in time for the holiday. Flying
Santa was greatly missed as young Hilt called Monday on Mr. and Mrs the latter place we bought yarn,
stockings, etc., and the women
and old enjoyed his coming, but W. C. Dow in Portland.
Arthur Harlow of South Portland bought harmonicas. Then they
Santa Claus in person made his
usual house-to-house call on the was guest SundaJ'
B. O Hilt and began to worry how we were going
Monday
he
visited
R.
T. Sterling.
to get by the U. S. Customs Well.
children and even went to Manana
Tonight at midnight our bell will when we got on the bridge I told
this year The children all tell him
just exactly what they want, and ring out the old and ring in the them to play the harmonicas. They
have such fun meeting the jolly new a reminder that 1938 has gone obeyed, and when I stopped at the
and we enter, we wonder what! We custom house, the inspector, having
chap.
The Foss family were well re do wish for better times for employ- no ear for music, told us to move
I right along. There is certainly
membered with many beautiful and ment and for peace.
A
Happy
New
Year
to
all.
! charm in music.
useful gifts, among which Jeannette
• • • •
We went Dec. 10 to Bangor with
received a guitar and Vinal Jr., a
Saddleback Ledge
Mr and Mrs. Herbert O'Brien and
violin, and “Oh Boy" what a lot of
After 20 days' liberty passed Jn it rained all day I saw Keepers
noise we expect on Lighthouse Hill!
Tlie Sea Coast Missionary box Lubec, I am again on Saddleback , Hoyt Cheney of Halfway Rock, Earl
was greatly appreciated. A very and back in the saddle. Mrs. Wells ' Ashby of the Channel and Larralarge box of holly came from the j and Imogene met me in Rockland : bee of Quoddy while home; also met
State of Washington and arrived in and after having dinner, we set Bernard Small of Wass Island
good condition; a package from sail for Bangor where we visited an Coast Guard and Herbert Huntley
of Fort Popham Coast Ouard
Alexandria. Va.. was much enjoyed: oldtime friend. Dean P Mallett,
On return. Mrs Wells and Imo
and thank you at Doubling Point ! In Ellsworth we stopped for eupfor your nice box How we missed per. shopped for a while and then gene took me to Rockland, accom
you all at the entertainment and left for Lubec. It was hard driv panied by Mrs. Clarence Ramsdell
tree in the church Christmas eve. ing, through a “pea soup fog” but who was met there by her mother.
“Just look, Mother, how beautiful these things are—and
The Fosses wish a Happy New we arrived finally without mishap. Mrs. Mabel Scoville and her sister.
Year to all friends along the coast.
While home I attended church Mrs. Charlie Allen. Arriving in
* * * ♦
ail from Rocklands’ own shops . . . I’m going to be a
nine times and entertained the Vinal Haven, I found the motor
4-9
Great Duck Island
minister and his wife, cooking the boat high and dry by the boat shop
steady customer in our home stores from now on!”
Hello, everyone! I am writing supper myself. Small hatchets were and by the time I had her launched
it
was
dark.
So
I
stayed
all
night
these lines to the Guardians of our | served with the dessert. I tried out
•1
Read The Courier-Gazette for
Coast" because I for one enjoy read- I some new shortening and the pies and in the morning the sea had
Ir.g the news of fellow keepers and ' were honeys; they were absolutely j made up and I was hove to in Vinal
This is a scene that’s enacted daily in many Rockland
in order to help keep the column in I shock Droof. The minister who is I Haven for three days. Finally a
ALL the News . . . Political
action. I feel I should do my part a 220-pounder and a six-foot-three favorable chance came and I head
homes . . . the source of satisfaction being the ads in The
Let's hear from more buddies.
j incher, handled a quarter and was ed the station boat for Saddleback.
. . . Business .. . Social . . .
When near Carver's Island, the
The keepers on this station wish • heard to remark that the pie was
Courier-Gazette! Not only in the matter of laundries do
reverse
gear
shaft
broke
and
I
had
to extend to the Beals and Wood not bad after one “broke” into it
families at Manset their heartfelt But his wife happened to be on a to row back to Vlnal Haven where
people find that they can rely on the claims and state
and the BUYING News
sympathy in their recent loss.
diet that night. Even after the pie, I got young "Buggy" Osgood to tow
me to the Light. There I found the
ments of The Courier-Gazette advertisers, but also for the
Second assistant Mann and fam I felt as pious as a bank robber.
in the Ads!
ily returned from leave Dec. 17. his
I attended Lubec Grange Dec. 2 aditional keeper. “Buggy" Osgood.
thousand and one necessities and luxuries of life. The
family remaining over Christmas. when the men's degree team worked I
a decided list to starboard.
Mrs. Cheney went to Portland re the first and second degrees on 27 When I asked him, "How come?'1
•B-fr
ads in reality, serve as a directory to real buying satisfac
cently.
candiates: and Dec. 9 I watched the he said that Keeper Smith of Two
light and Keeper George
We missed Capt. "Bill" Winca woman's degree team work the third Bush
tion. If they claim economy. . . they give economy . . .
paw and his plane this year, but and fourth degrees on the same Woodward of the Breakwater fed
perhaps some future Christmas will candidates. Pomona met in Lubec him too many scallops.
if they claim quality, they give quality. YOU can profit
I started cooking as soon as I ar
find him again spreading holiday j Dec 13 and in the evening officers
joy in the role of Flying Santa.; were installed, and ten candidates rived here and the additional keep
by using these ads, too!
Good luck to you Captain, and | took the fifth degree. On the ex- er is sure losing that pussy look; by
happy landings in Bolivia!
I cellent program the guest speaker the end of the week he will likely
Keeper Cheney went on leave 1 was Royal Brown, heard every Sun- be as lean as a race horse.
Dec. 23 and passed the holidays day over WLBZ. Several Granges
Several Christmas prsents bright
ith his family in Portland
were represented, the total attend ened the holiday, and our usual
• • • •
ance being 164. The State master box of oranges arrived from Florida,
White Head
so we knew there was a Santa
will install the officers Jan. 20.
F. W. Alley is with his family in
We were invited Dec 7 to Dixie Claus. Mr. Osgood was at his home
jckland for a week
for a harvest supper at Mr. and for Christmas dinner and was heard
Clarence Beal passed the holi- Mrs. Herbert O'Brien's, with bridge to remark. “A clean bite.”
Thc pulp steamers are still going
:ys with his parents at Beals.
thc enjoyable aftermath. Wc were
The Sea Coast Mission boat. Sun- also supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. ln and out.
Here’s to a Happy New York for
am, stopped here recently, and a Abner and Mr and Hrs. Vernon
easant visit was made by Rev. McFadden, the latter telling our for- all keepers and Coast Guardsmen.
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